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The belief that schools shOuld be responsive to their surrounding
community is deeply engrained in the dominant American culture. Participa-
tion by laymei?, in educational activities of a supportiv or auxiliary character,
as well as in those dealing With policy-making, is considered both neceSsary
and usefulAo attain desirable educational outcomes;

4
While manyi,Participation studies have soughtto describe and analyze

the purposes, gdals, and.achievements of various channels for educational par-
tidipation, scant attention has been directed tb the study of participation as

ebehavioral act.. Educational participation has been studied mostly as a means
of developing school policy. The analysis of factors that aacount for participa-..
tion has received less emphisis.

.1

I urthermore, the concern with participation has focused (xi parents
arid, jtLzens . Participation ,of 'students has seldom been examin'ed, perhaps be-
cause t has been quite limited. -Participation by teachers, administrators, and
other nonteachingietaff in educational activities and, decisions has been seen as

- part of *formal, organizational behavior, but not within the framework of volun-
tary participation.

.

This paper examines educational participation as a process.- It cen-
on educational participatioh as a behavioral act. The rationde for this

emphasis is that outcomes are not independent of the actors who shape them. A
knowledge of who participates and why they do so should help in understanding
and predicting change in our educational institutions.

This research effort attempts to analyze the effect of selected ante-
cedent and concurrent variables upon participation in participatorY educational
planning. This particular vehicle for educational participation has two signifi-
cant features: ft is a form of involvement that,,allows people to participate at
the-policy level (making policy decisions via long- and medium-range planning'
proposals) and, at the same time, is an easily-accessible form of educational
participation. In other words, anyone can participate.

The f rsfchipter of this pager serves 'an Atroductory purpose. It
deals with participation in education generally and seeks to Drovide the context
for the subsequept examination of participation in planning.



Chapter II pmvides the theoretical framework for th s study., In
inclUded the resedrch design and the op rationalization of variables.

The two subsequent chapters describe and analyze findings, Four
groups .of participants (Parents, teachers, students -and administrators/
nonteaching staf ) dre given separate attention.

Chapter. V, brings togethe the major findings and dIscusses s8orne
of the imi)lications.

A detailed me hodo ogical section id provided in the Appendix.



CHAPTER I

PARTICWATION IN THE EDUCATIONAL ARENA

In its broadest sense, educational participation can be 'defined as the
act or, series of acts by which individu0 maintain contact with the school system
or affect'the'distribution of existing or future edticatibnal goods. This defthltion
encompasses what von Moltke (1973) has called educational participation at the
"actiori level" (those activities that support or facilitate the implementation of edu-
cational decisions) mid participation at the "policy leufl" (those actions directly
related to the formulation of educational policies or decisiona. 1 The utilLzation
of tkis definition is necessary.beeauSe, while the educational literature 'shows a
bias in considering as participation maLnly activities that concern policy-making,
participation_at.tho action level ie_by_far the moat .common dimension_of-educa-_
tional participation._

A. Main Pindin:saboutEducatibnalPartiià ion

Participation in the educational arena, unlike participation in political
activitles and in voluntary associations, has been studied carefully only in thp last
15 years, and_since a decentralized form of educational governance is character-,
istic of only two nations - Canada' and the United States - most of the research find-
ings refer to these settings.

A review of the literature on educational participation reveals that' much
of the citizen involvement in educational issuea occurs at the action level. 'The
Boards ofEducation constitute in fact a limited form of citizen involvement hi edu-

,

cational decision7making.

The character and.intensity of educational participation in ,a given
school' district depends on several factors. The socioeconomic makeup of the com-.
triunity is an important element:. Charcteristics gach as high levels of education
and oceapation are, associated not only with moderate to high rates/of participation
in politics and voluntary organizations, but also with active involvement tn'educa-'
tional issues.- The way in which the school systm is perceived i e. gs respons-
ive to the cominunity or as attempting to dominate it (socializing students into what,
is seen as an alien culture) - seems to be a cruc,ial psychological variable affecting
participation. A congrtience of community and school personnel expectations re-
garding the purposes of schobling facilitates.the interaction between these two groups.
The structural arrangemerits for participation provided bY thb schools also affect
_participation. School districts which provide channels,for participation tend to
evince greatei rates of participation than sthool districts which do not proN:ride such
channels.



Various studies.of educational politics suggest that participation in
fairs is more open snd widespread in the suburbs than in the cities,
ge.urban centers (Minar, 1966; Martin, 1962; O'Shea, 1975). This

lated to the fact that many large cities have a sub-
come populatLon, charadterized bylimited seeial in-

y members perceive schools as middle-class-value ori-,
chool districts in large,cities are highly °antral ed and,

ore, provide limited access to participation.

es

st ant ial. mft1orit3rth1d
volvemefl, o
ented:institutiens; and

Nation-wide studies have' shown that parPicipation in educational issues
attracts' nly a few,of those affected by the educational system, either as clients
(parents and students) or as subsidizers (taxpayers). There is evidence showing
that most contact with the schools occurs through the participation of parents in
mattersudirectly concerning their child (teacher conferences and special programs
and ellents). rurther parental involvement ustially centers on providing schools

; with the necessary resources to "do their job", rather than on determining educa-
tional methods and,content, or evaluitting learning outcomes.

Most data about participation in schools come from extensive surveys,'
, One the earliest surveys on educational participation is the one carried out by

Car e (1960).. He found that about half the voters shoWed neither evideve of par-
tici ation in school affairs nor inter6st in such participation, and that the "present
bais for voter commitment in school affairs is parenthood". Mann (1975) found
th t garental And community pressure, when it is present, exists mainly at the ,ele-
m ntary level of schooling.

.A survey of 103 school districts carried out by Minar (1972) concluded
at the governance of education is not very salient to rhost of the citizenry, except

-where it reaches directly into the. "pocketbook" or where it touches a controversy-
such as busing or closure of schools to meet budgetary deficits. Another survey
of 100 school districts by Zeigler' et al. (1973), concurred with Minar's findings,
asseiting that schools have a "typically apathetic mass public with group expressions
of expectations heavily biased hi favor of the. status quo".

It has been found in regional-level studies (Gfoldhalnmer, 1965; Bloom-
berg and Sunshine", 1963), that citizens who are,described by. others as influential
in educational affairs-do not occupy places of the highest prestige or influence -in
their communit3;. Hunter (1953), however, is of the opfnion that'while, in large
cities, board of education members tend to be second-line power figures, 'they are
nonetheless "elements .of the ..formal power structure of the community". Goldhammer
noterd that individuals who were intensive participants in edueatibn were interested in
soei:a/ and welfare activities and saw educational activities as a means for extpressing .

their concern for their own and other children. Supporting Goldhammer's findLnga,
Sternhall (1970) found tha the educational leadership structure tended not to include
community,leaders'and t1t there was no evidence that educational leaders tended
to become inVolved In-areas other than those related to expanded school programs.



It would appear that participation in educational activities attracts a
cer ain type of individual and that these.persOns tend to specialize 'in it. For
instance, it seems that those actively involved in national or local government tend
-not to participate in educational activities and that those who(participath in education
generally have no poHtical,connections ,orsarbitions. A 1974 national survey of
1500 school board miembers reported that few of them had setught office because of
a-desire for political eXperience (NSBA).

. .

The study by Bloomberg and Sunshine (1963) found that while participation
in educa ,on was related to higher socieeconomic levels, the values or preferences
of these individuals regarding school objectives and programs variecia'good deal.
Yet, the same study suggested that direct-involvement with sChool matters promote
favorable fiscal attitudes because school A m

an
ion-akers regularly hold more

favorable attitudes th nondecision7make, s, oi.the general public However, _it.could
be argiied that thOSe who participate are persons who hoirrfavorable attitudes toward
the school district in the first-place. The causal flow is not unambiguous..

Forms of Participation in Education-

Most studies of educational participation have dealt with participation as
means to desired Or actually achievable outcomes. The various existing tnologies

of educational participation reflect this appi.oach. Among the best lmown are the
classifications by Cunningham. and Nystrand (1970), Fantini (1674), and Davies (1974).

Cunningham and Nystrand offer a typology of participation based on the
purpose of participation. They distinguish four main types of Participation%
developing community understanding ana support for educational objectives?. upple-
rnenting school staff in the pursuit of educational objectives, articulating citizens
expectations for the schools, and ihsisting on accountability for educational objectives.
'Davies categorizes participation on the basis Of structural arrangements. He Speks
of administrative acentralization, community control experiments community
advisory councils, special, advisory committees, exist models and alternative
educational- models . Fantini's typOlogy-paralleis that of Cunningham and Nysirand.
He classifies. citizen participation bY the stated or actual purpos6s of participation.
His categorization includes participation for the purposes of "public relations,"
"instructional suppoA," "crisis resolution," "school governance and institutional
reform, "legal resources to educational issues, and "citizens and consumer lobbies
for education."

A fourth typology is offered by Cibulka (1974). His conceptualization,
based on Arnstein's (1970) "ladder of citizen participation, distinguishes eight
types of participation, ranging from "manipulated participation" to higher forms such
as "delegated power" and "citizen control. "



These typologihave limited usefulness -in ;the analysis. of participa-
tion as a behavioral act ,because of theiriernphasiS on,participation as'irnehne, and
becausetney fail tp distinguish betuieen,forms of. participation within the school syg-
tem and outside it..

.)
:-the study of educational participation as a behavio -With the

op laced on accounting for the participant rather than for the product ef hIs-
participatiori' has received less attention. -The major research effort:on under
standing the charkteristics and motivatioas 'of participants ln the educational arena4
is the-work 6t cprter (196O). He offers a tyPology of the educational participation
of U.S. Voters Ion the basis of their direct participation ( defined as viSiting.schools,
attending inoetings,' and talking to school officials andteacher) ancetheir indirect
participation ( defined as ialking and beLng informed about. the .schools). Thas, Car-
ter offers a fourfold classification: the actiVe (direct)- and commUnicattve (indirect)
voter, the Uncommunicative sod inactiv5khe active anduncommunicatiire, and the
inactive and communicative citizen. His typology, thbugh centering on the partici-, .
pant, nses rather tangential indicators of ducational participation and is ekcessively
broad.

. Within the frainewerk of Participation as a behavioral act, still another
classification can be-made, Since educational participationoiS voluntary, we will
distinguish between.forms of particiPationthat .art high 'or Lowln degree.of accesSi--
bility, i.e. , the ease or difficulty of becominga participant. In addition, a distinc-
tion can be made betWeen those forms of Participation-that resait . in auxiliary activi-
tieS and those which dearwith policy issues: Sinecedacational-participation is volun-
tary, these two levels of participation ( "action" vs, "policy") can be aid to possess
diffrent appeals, given the dffferential type of reward they entail. The Matrix below
illustrates thig new conceptualization. The forms of partiapation included in each
cellr are those kikely to be found in mast school districts.

Table 1

s of Eductional Involvement by Level of Tarticipation. and Degree of"Accessibility

Action-lel/el Par ici ation

High Accessibility Low Accessibility

PTA members
School volunteers
Classroom volimtee

PTA leadership

School boanfor'school
tax elections

Interest groups
Participatory plannit

_w-of participation

1 I

Advisory committees
-Task fDrces
Study groups
Board of Edu a

eluded in the



,Particip'atlon in the Board,of Education

'This form of participation is the only One that formally giants powers
foi involvement at the'bolicy level. By'law,,Board membees are considered state
officers;with.school district jurisdiction. Most educational codes grant board meni-
bets full authority and rêsponsibity _for their school diatrict.

Com itted and active hoard Members can supposedly become initiators
of School policy; in practice, -this is rarely the case. Numerous studies of the role
of .boards of education underscore the .limited role played by boardil, (Bendiner, 1969; z/
rndwel1, 1965; Gittell, 1970; Wirt and Kirst, 1972; Zeigler, 1973). Not only do boards
have a...limited role in the initiation of poliCies, buti.t has also been shown that ag higfi
as 90 percent of all board decisions are unanimous or uncritical _supportfor record-
memiations of proiessional, staff (Herriott and Hodgkins, 1969).

/
The limited performance of boards of education as decision-Makers is

not surprising.' Beyond the limitations to Which board members are subject because
of increased state and federal.legislation on educational issues, they face two serious .
constraints at the local level. First,_ since they are usually full-time profesaionals,
in some non-educational occupation, their involvement in educational affairs is nedes-
sarily part-time. Secondy, they depend.heavily on the superintendent and his staff
for information, as well as interpretation of educational issues there is evidence
that board members ar'e socialiiett by administrators to accept the spperiority of the
"professional viewpoint" (Charters, 1963; Kerr, 1964; Goldhammer, 1965).

Althengh in'theory most citizens can run for election to the Boar& of
ducation, the menibership Of most boards haS beenpredominantly male, profession-

al, and white. The earlY study by Counts (1927) reVealed that three-fourths of board
members in cities were bust-1176Sn and piofessional men-. 2 During the last 20 years,
the percentage of Women on scheol boards has remained quite low. Female member-
ship has,ranged from 10 to 24 percat. At present, women comprise 12 percent of .
all school board Members (NSBA, ft/4). Expressed differently', over half of,U. S.
boards of education do not have women members. Women are more likely to serve -

on school boards when members are elected rather than appointed. Women are usu-
ally appointed to replace another boardwoman than to fill the vacancy left by a-male
board member. (Fishel and Pottker; 1974). Recent attempts- at decentralization of
large urban school districts have resulted in an increase of women and minority mem- ,
hers, as has been the case in New York- City.ind Detroit. However; women bot.i.d
rnembersas well as minority board mernbers, continue to be only a fraction of total
board memberships.



:issurnecl to demand a lolowledge of
lerd.;mi-: ability, and a relatively high degree of corn-

ju1t.:1 `onal and public issues. AS a, result,
tV,r. d to be heavily loaded with professionals rather

ilr v,orkers. And many of these prerequisites may
oe.nocca,--iard- tak k e nivrviv rt.:Ltivcd as. necessary. Issues dealt.

minintiv non-policy issues, parficularly
(Goldhammer, 1)64; Kerr, 1964).

ttiAt 111f111%' boar(I of education members run =opposed,
i:t:un, it is an elected office, so-candidates mUst have

-ir '(,~1 to bc successful. Few individuals aer
-oo and extemsive, record of educational involvement.

pd-hoc Committees

Lo-nally involves deal gwith policy issues,
fl;act Task fortes and similar,committees are usu-

the superintendent. This procedure generally
10 (njov restige and recognition.within the

1 redruitment of those whose educa-
(neither too conservatic nor too liberal). Par-

'd COM In Met's, therefore, is not open but Is re-
r botter-known citizens. These groupS are com-
-e,-;-.

rrn of )a
ry schon

It does appear
ren.

_ise
OIl parents and citFzens with higher

_ ri rLic Ip:utlon La task fo'recs and similar groups is
i-1 it:trt ktp:ut i(qt. Ii th levels of education, are often utiI-

an't.1 the sanction of school puthorities determines-
1!:!d, red ":teceptable' for membership. =

tat Ions c PTA) t hc,ol- Paren Gym s_

hIr t+,1%ft ,r virticipat (..haracterized by its emphasis on the action
inc wain (unctions of this form of oa rticipation have been to

Itn and conditions and to render Supportive or auxilt-

I 3



Until 1973, the PTA's official policy was "not interfering with
the administrat on of the schools and not seeking to control their policies."
This rule was modified more recently to state that the PTA "shall work C6 par-
ticipate in the deci&ion-making process establishing school policy, recognizing
that the legal responsibility to make decisions has been delegated by the people
to boards of education." 4

The PTA is a misnomer in the eenst4 that its active niembers ip
is predominantly composed of pare-nts. Although men amount to More than one-
third of its total membership (estimated to be over 12'million, thus making-the
PTA the largest voluntary organization in the U.S.), active involvement and lead-
ership is still almost totally in the hands of mothers.

,
Participation Ln the PTA rank and file is high in.aceessibility,

since membership is open to all parents and teachers. To become a PTA leade
is more difficult, since successful candidates are usually mothers who are }mown
to have a "proven" interest in schools - which-means that PTA leadership is gen-
erally attained after a relatively long "apprenticeship" of volunteering in the
schools.

4
Many analysts main ain that the PTA not only has failed to play

an active role-in policy formulation, but that it has p'revented the emergence of
other school-related groups with explicit policy objectives. MosA,ebservers
agree that the pTA. has functioned as a "supportfrig cadre" ci.f the administrators,
working towardzoals and objectives set by school authorities (Graham, 1963;
Cunningham and Nystrand, 1963; Bloomberg and Sunshine, 1963; Falkson and
Grainer,- 1972; Pantini, et al. ,_ 19701 Wiles, 1974; and Mann, 1974). This 'view,
however, is not unanimous. Observers of the PTA in urban settings maintain
that the PTA is quite influential in many decisions withirt,the school district (see,
for instance, Gros, 1958; -Campbell, -et al., 1965; O'Shea, 1975).

PTA participation, places dif ent,demands on its rank and file'
than,on its leadership. While some PTA leaders apparently devote in excess of
200 hours per year to their work, it is possible for,the rest of the membership
to contribute as little time as they wish. This flexibility is important; it allows
mothers to maintain the degree of closeness with the schools that satisfies thein.

The fact that PTA functiops deal with a great number of auxiliary
activities may be onc reason why the PTA has attracted so many members. Aux-
iliary activities make less demand& on ability and expertise than participation in-
volving policy-level activities. Mothers who perceive themseAves as having limited
verbal or sOcial skiIl, or little knol,vledge about educational matters, can still feel.
that they are able Co and should,participate in supportive activities.



Participation-in PTA activities is higher among elementary than high
school parents. A recent survey of a medium-sized school district in California',
revealed that 76 percent of elementary school parents and 64 percent of high school
parents were PTA members (I pEA, 1975).5 if in fact there is a tendency for
greater participation among elementary schoel mothers, a possible reasbn iifight be
that mothers are likely to participate mere when their children are young because
of a belief that young'children need more personal attention than adolescents. Also,
the elementary sehool setting (one teacher in one classroorn)_and its Curriculum
(not as specialized pr advanced-as dn the high school) -present mothers with a more
comfortable environment.

Participation in Interest Groups

This fonn of participation usually relates to policy formation. It is
generally cJancerned with a single decision-making or policy issue.. Partieipation
in iftterest groups is an instance of coalition politios within the school system. Sffice
participation in an interest group iS triggered by an issue or an unresolved problem,
members can be combinations of parents, students, teachers, and other taxPayers,

. joindtogetber by a common concern.

Participation by interest groups touches,the decision-making process
tri neither ihe legal nor the advisory sense, but rather in the "pressure" sense. Un-
like several other forms of educational participation which are supportive. or adviso
participation in interest groups follows an adversary mode.

Interest groups xesernble task fokces in that effort is l
one major topic or problem; likewise, their organ-km-ed.-14e- s usually brief. However,
unlike participation ifitask forces, interest groups enable clients of the scheols other,
than notables to have a role in decisions that are made in the school system.

Participation in School Board Elections or School Bend Elections

-This type of participation has rebeived little attention in the literLure
of educational participation, despite the fact that electoral involvement (i.e., voting)
enjoys, considerable salience in analyses of political participation.

While voting is a highly-accessible form of participation and one that
ith policy formation indirectly, few persons vote. PartiCipation in the dee-

of school boards - 75 percent.of whiclyare elected - appeals to a small number
of voters, compared to national, state, and other local government elections. It
involves from a low of 5 to a high of about 40 percent of the electorate, with a modal

rticipation rate of about 25 percent.*

tigure is advanced with a not
average from findings in individual communities only.

of caution, because it i t-3 baned uti



Although the school-related vote has not been broken down by cate-
gories othei- than sex, it wbuld seem a reaSonable assumption that most voters are
parents or concerned propertyLowners. Participation in school-related elections
is highey in the 'suburbs. than in large cities. This has generally' been_attributed to
greater levels, of citizen involvement iii,:anirsatisfactiop with, educational matters
in the suburban areas. Yet, a'study by Minar (1966)"of 48 suburban communities in
Elinois found a high and positiie relationship between participation in sehool elec-
tions and dissent in the community.6

_

P rticpationinCommunity Control Decen ralized Communit Adviso
Qoun c s

These forms of 'participation are concerned mostly wiqi policy_forma-
tibn. While it could be argued that these two forms of participation differ in their
policy-making capabilities, we place them in the salne category because community
advisory councils amount to a much milder form of community control board which
has, consequently, become more acceptable and widespread than the latter. 7

'These comunmity.or parent. advisory councils have achieved some de-
gree of popularity, in part due to recent educational lekislatiOn, such as Title' I of
ESEA SB 1302 for the'Early Education Program in California, which require "pa

put" in school decithions. In other cases, these councils have been formed
he initiative of local school administrators, mostly as a result of a current soci-

al trend calltng for more accountability Of public institutions, ineluding schools.

As their name indicates, the functions of these advisory cogimittees
are those of offering recomrnendations, mostly in the area-of budget, new programs,
and curricuhim.

The potential importance of these groups in the area of participation at
'the policy level resides in the fact,that these groups are meant to be ongoing bodies
-and are expected to-become a channel for less elitigt representation in the school
system. ,Th0":e are no comprehensive records of how many, parents have joined .

these advisory councils. In the state of.Florida, where these committees are man-
dated by state law, it is estimated that there is One committee member for eve
800 residetils. 8 A survey of parents in a California school.district found that 22 per-.
cent of parents with children in elementary school's and 4 percent of those with chil-
dren in junior high schdols had participated in advisory committees (IDEA, 1975).9

There is some evidel ie that creating community advisory eouncils does
not neces rily mean that new (i. former non-participants) will jorn. Mann's/
(1974) study of parental councils in New York City found that theSe councils were.
"general y dominated by the same sort of (rela'tively):elite community activists who
would have been actively engaged in the schools anyway." Representative participa-
tion, in the sense of having individuals reflecting in adequate prtions the socid-
economic or ethnic composition o(the'community, has beed found to J.)e problematic
In various advisory couneiy: poor and working people tend to be Under-represented
(Falkson and Grainer, 1973; Cunningham, 1973; Mann, 1974). 10
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It also appears that even in cases where advisorY\co cils were man-
dated as a form of providing easier communication between citizen and 'school
officials, participation in them offers low aceessibility. Appontnert, a form of
sanctioned or sponsOred participation,'- is by far the most common, way by which in-
dividualp become members. In the state of Florida, where advisory mmittee
syStem is supposed to be "representative", 85 percent of its members are appointed.

C. The School District as an Organization',
Although eiti./c4;participation in school activities and issue is part of

the American credo and.strdrigly upheld in principle, citiZen input is patei-lly not
crucial tothe survival or mahitenance of the school district's day-to-day operations
We have seen from the earlier review of educational' participalion that most citizen
participation oceurS at the action level and that the limited portion that toucheS the
pelicy.dimension is generally advisory. An examination of the school district as a
formal -organization might help to clarify why this happens.

Students Of organizations have recognized that schools and school dis-
tricts can be'described as organizations,with a stable hieraichy, wellrdifferentiated
roles, behavioral regularities, and an oyert function: the moral and technical social-
ization of the ,young (Bidwell, 1965; Coleman, 1966; Dreeben, 1968; Pemfret, 1972).
Paradoxically, and in contra'Ae to other organizations, eSpecially thoSe in industry, -

schools have been found to behave as "loosely-coupled" organizations, characterized
by an imclear technology, few controls (evaluation and supervision) over ft-Eternal be
havior, and many "uninspected activitip and subunits" (Meyer, 1975).

There is agreement among observers that schools have been relatively
untouched by strong external (i.e., community) pre' sures., Diverkent explanations
for this fact are proposed.

Blau and Scott (1965) maintain that "service" or aintenance"-institu-
tions are.especially vulnerable to their environment. As sn'eli, sahools must develop
a calculated relationship with,their community. On the one hand, schools must be
responsive- to their_clientele (essentially the parents) and; on the other hand, adinin-
istrators must preVent client demands from tlefining client welfare, since this would
reduce the former's authority and legitimacy.

In faciio this dilemma of maintaining parent int rest and commitment
..upport the school's hold over-students, While maintaining,sufficient larman-

administratien distance to provide what Bidwell terms "organizational latitude",
school athninistraters have been found to resort to mechanisms, such as strengthen-
ng bureaucratic structures, forming an ideology of expertise, placing school boards
into fiduciary roles, and channeling parental involvement into acceptable forms, the
typical example being the PTA (Graham, 1963; Bidwell, 1965; Falkson et aL, 1972;
Saxe,. 1973). Mann (1973) noted that while endorsing the notion of lay participation,
administrators tend to restrict citizen involvement-to the budget problems and stu-
dcnt.clisciplinary matters, and see curricUlum and teacher personnel issues as re-
served to professional Judgment.
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The findings just described suggest that schools function as closed
systems of decision-making and that this is to a great extent due to manipulations-
of administrators who have successfully argued that "business efficiencies" and
"rational decisions" call for professional expertise.

While not necessarily denyLng that schools function as closed systems,
Meyer, (1975) offers an opposing interpretation for the school's autonomy vis-a-vis
its environment. In his view, educational institutions do not have to control their
environment. On the contrary, it is their environment - or.the society at large -
which gives schools their meaning and legitimacy. Schooling-has been sodially de-
fined and, according to this deftnition, many of its functions arel seen as falling
within.the domain,df "educators". Meyer contends that educational institutions
merely try to "maintain" the "social definition for schooling and hat theY do so by
coordination and control of "externally-defined categories", such as "teachers",
"pupils's, and ylopics"/. ,

Meyer's arguinent is .appealing. But it could be maintaLned that one ,

of the "Sociar.definitions" of schoOling stipulates.that laymen sheuld actively parti.
cipate in,vduceatiorial governance. .How is it.that Boards-Of Edueation and indirectly
all lay.perSonseome to hakre only a litnited role in poliey-making .and administrat-
ors -so effectively influence policY decisiOns made in school discricts ?

From the organizational viewpoint, some reasons are clear. Unlike'
Board members, who hre involved only-on a part-time basis with the school system
and mostly as outSide.observers, adrninistrators spend a substantial amount of Their
time in it. Because of their position of authority,' they gain information about apd
control over the general process bf the school district. Further, the day-to-day-
operations of the school system inevitably place administrators in a decision-making
capacity, which is later transferred to'broader levels. Findings from behavior of
government bureaucracies have given evidence that policy formation and policy ad-
ministration are.not dichotomous but itgeparable aspects of the policy-making pro-
cess. The placdment of the superintendent and his staff _in adminiStratiVeipositions
has led them into a decision-making capacity.

An additional explanation of the school's sube -in maintaining its
' "organizational latitude" can be forMulated through Hirschman's notion (1970)- of

"exit" and "voice" in an-organizationi, He asserts that "exit" and "yoice" are instru-i
ments that clients use toanfluence organizations.-- Administrators find out about ,

their failures when clients take the "exit" option and leave the organization, or,
when clients "voice" their dipaatisfaction directly to the management or to some
authority who listens to them.
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As Hawley notes (1971), in education - unlik industry or other social
organizations - both "exit" and "voice". are limited. Pub lie schools mainly serve.
a captive clientele: those who are able to leave are wealthy enough to afford private.
schooling. 'Others who leave are the dropouts, who not only take the "exit" route
from a given school, but from the educational 'system altogether.

In the opinion of Hawley and other obServers of urban school systems, -
the option of "voice" - or the politieal route - has not been Utilized to any large de-
gree. Except for a few critical cases (the issue of communitY-controlled schoels .
m New York City, busing, controversial textbooks), parent' mobilization to prokose
pr. to react to school decisions has been limited. Hawley seep a number of reasons
for this: the Majority of people may not be dissatisfied with the education their' chl-
dren aie receiving; the "myth of professionalism" has restricted the",lekitimate"
areas of lay involvement; and the formal Siructures of citizen involvement have been

. effectively :depoliticized..

Yet, studies of suburban schools, as opposed to those of urban and
large-city schools, contend that "voice" does exist, even though it is not politic
Citing a.study based on 200 suburban districts by Martin (1970) and his own, based
on several suburban districts in Chicago, O'Shea (1975) argues that.an- effective ex-
change relationship operates between school' and community in the suburbs. Partly
because of the residents' higher,levels of education and inrolvement in school activi-
tie, and partly because,of the harmony of views between administrators and parents
aS to the function of schooling, 'parental input is an important force in shaping educa-:
tional decisions. o'Shea maintains that the major means parents use in these set
tings are-not politieal (i.e., presenting demands to the Board ef Education), -but
organizational.(i.e. , knowing and having constant contact with'school administfators,

pecially principals, and letting them know of their preferences-for
,

specific pro-
grams or curricula). Thus, imlike many observers who have terited the PTA-as
very, if not cempletely, ineffectual at the policy-level participation, O'Shea argues
that the PTA serves a crucial role in the process of "boundary. spanning", a process
by whieli "an organization receives inputs of inforreation and resources from environ-
mental elernents and, conversely,-Rxerts some measure of control over these ele-
ments in'order to achieVe predictability.regarding input and also to 'protect, or
' buffer'. the technical or operational level of the organizations from externall
r6nerated disruptions" (pp. 7-8).
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While inter-organizational arrangements between schools and corn-.
unity grouPs seern,to differ, findings suggest that the intra-organizational features

of schpols are uniform. Lortie (1969) and Becker (1953) advance explanations that
account for the internal stability of schoo.ls, -Their work is discussedlerein..because
they -contribute to our understanding of tea&her participation in school deèlsions.

Lortie's main premise is-that, in any given occupation, individuals
direct their reward-seeking energies at those points likely to produce greater re-.

. Wards. He sees three types of occupational reward: extrinsie (prest' e, money,
power), ancillary (part of the job: security, twp-month vacations); i intrinsic
(the pleasure of the job itself). Lortie contends ty in-the case of teachers, ek-

-trinsic and ancillary rewards.are rather_fixed; therefore, thekconcentrate'on in-
trinsic rewards, i.e.g on "teaching the students". As a consequence, ,teachers

_

seek to maximize workhig in their classroom and leave schoolwide concerns to
principals. The latter oblige because they are given freedom-to exert -edUcational
leadership arid, in exchange, principals ;agree to protect teachers:from parental
pressures so that teachers maY further devote their energies to students,

cker's analysis emphasizes the role of expectatiQIs. In his opinion,
the basic expectations of teachers in the system are to be given Onomy in the
classroori-Nand to be protected by administrators from parental in erference. The

. ,

basic expectation of principals -is that teachers should take care of their classrooms
with a mhaimum of requests for help or support; principals see their own role as
dealing with school-wide matters, setting policy, and handling relations with the co
munity.:

If the exchange relationship between principals and teachers posited by
Lortie and Becker holds true for many school settings, what sr-etas consequences
for teacher participation in school issues and activities ? Lo'rtie fourid that few
teachers participate in school committees or in general school, educational, or p -
feasfonal affairs. A more recent Study (Mann, 1975) of staff development projects
in several schools resulted in a similar s:)bservation: "Sdhools -are Ln many ways
like -an ariny and in both plaães anyone who volunteers for anything is regarded as
peculiar, if.not a little touched" (p..16).

Though. the evidence about voliintary teacher participation in school-wide
or district- ide issues is far from 'conclusive, it suggests that few teachers feel the
need to become involved beyond their classroom and that most of them 'accept the
division of labor that places principals and other administrators in policy-making
responsibilities.



have examined the\school- at organization and seen_how its function-
ing might affec voluntary parental nitd\teacher participation. What can be said about
its consequenc a for student participatiOn? Very little has been -written on this, main-
ly because, un fl a few years ago, student participation had not been considered an issue.'

.
'dwell (1965) maintains that the role structure of the school system con-

tains a funda ental dichotomy between staff and student roles. Unlike staff members,
who enter the educational system voluntarily, studentb have no choice: they are re-
cruited. Fur her, students are defined as passive clients; their role is riot to question
What they are taught, but to learn well. Bidwell, and also Waller (1932) argue that
students devI op their own subculture. Bidwell says: "The student subculture assimi-
lates the fo demands and reqUirements of the student role, elaborates convention-
alized proce res for adapting to and deflecting these demands and requirements, and
more or leas effectively insulates students from the alien tasks of studentship." If
students ess ntially develop a defense mechanism to cope with schooling,- as Bidwell
suggests, st dent participation in school issues will be limited td forms of participa-,-
tion which ar formally included in the student role; other forms of participation will
be avoided .

rticipation in education has attracted a relatively small percentage of
divid se bo h outside and within the school organization. The largest amount of

educational participation has taken place at the action level, -Via the auxiliary and sup'-'
11;portive activitids of numerous citizens, mostly mothers.

For a variety of reasons:, parents, teachers, and students had played a
secondary role hi school decisions; often thir participation has ,been limited to pre-,
senthig advice. Lay participation at the policy level - except for participation in
school board elections - has essentially talthn place through forms of pirticipation
characterized by low accessibility.
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NOTES

The distinction between the "action" and "policy" levels of participation is
borrowed frorv K3nrad von Moltke's article, "The Consequences of Parti-
cipationi,(mimeo; Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development,
Paris', October 1973). He terms "action" level those activities related NI
actual 'leaching and learnhig, their preparation and execution", and '130 licy"
level those activities undertaken by law-making bodies, trustees, adminis-
trative authorities, and teacher& conferences which result in "formally-

,recognized influences at the actionlevel". We are expanding his concept
of "action" lev.el to include activities by participants who are not teachers
.and students which seek to facilitate the teaching or learning process. We
are alse expanding'his "policy" level definition to Include participation by
citizens and students in the formulation of educational decisions.

Counts also found that in rural districts 95 percent of Board members were
engaged in agriculture, but this result is somewhat meaningless for lie'
failed to differentiate between large and small farm owners.

. Participation in school-based parent groups exists in various school districts
in which parents do.not wish to join the nationwide PTA. These groups per-
form a function quite similar to the PTA, except that they usually do not have
a centralized leadership at the school-district level. This feature is seen as
a liability by administrators, who find it more advantageous to have 'the par-
ents under, a central leadership, since this facilitates dealing with parents.
Aptiarently, one of the major reasons parents do not wish.to join the PTA is
that 60 percent of their' dues is assigned to the national organization.-

Guidebook of California'State PTA, 1973-1974. Los Angeles, California
State PTA, March 1973, p. 31.

5.. :Culver Cit Views .Its chools_. A Stud of School-COMmunit Relations.
Prepared by the Institu e for Development of .Educatidnal Activities,
LOS 'Angeles, ,Californi .February.1975..-

6. Minar measured dissent in terms of a high proportion of votes cast for
losers in board elections and high.proportions of "no" votes in referenda.

2 2
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7. Citizen advisory committees have existed since the early 1950's and lived
in relative obscurity,until the mid-1960's. Their upsurge can be attributed
in part to a white backlash response to the predominantly black community-

_controlled school movement and in part to a rising citizen-concern with the
growing power of teacher organizations in dealing with boards about salary
and instructional issues. Also important seems to be the "serious decline
in the public's cOnffdence in many institutions, including education". This
was the major reasbn stated in Florida's decision mandating the formation
of advisory committees in school districts. (See "A Report on School Ad-
visory Committees in Florida, " Florida Senate EdUcation Committee, State
of Florida, December 1, 1974.)

8. thid.

Culver City Views its Schools, 9p. cit.

10. Changes in the patterns of participation of low-income groups or minority
citizens can apparently be achieved when these individuals are offered
babyr.sitting services or are paid in money for attending meetings in these
advisory committee's or councils. This is reported in the findhigs.of

James V. Terry and Robert D. tless, The Urban Rural Sehool Develo ment'
Program: An Examination of a Federal Model for Achieving Parity between
Schools and Communities. Stanford Center for Research and Development
in Teaching, Stanford University, January 1975,

'11 Florida Senate Education Committee,

<



CHAPTER H

PARTICIPATION IN PARTICIPATORY EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

We have seen that ;educational participation occurs mostly through chan-
nels that rely heavily on appointment as a method of selection. \Vint if school sys-
tems offer a means of policy-level participation which is genuinely open to everyone?

One such form of educational participation is being tried Ln several
school districts in' the United States. It is called participatory educational planning.
It, attempts to draw parents, teachers, students, and nonteachhig stdf into a process
of stable and orderly decision-making. It is oriented toward infermediate and long-.
range policy issues. Despite the long-range framework, participatory educational
planning has potential for significant influence on policy, sthce participants are ex-
pected to produce proposals for eventual implementation in the school system.

We will examine.a case of participatory educational planning that took
place in the Palo Alto Unified School District (PAUSE)) in Palo Alto, California. 1
The participatory planning activity, as carried out in this school district, consisted
of volunteers working in small planning teams ranging from( 5 to 15 members, who
met weetcly or bi-weekly. The PAUSD serves a middle- and upper-middle-class sub-

:urban community and enjoys a national reputation as a "lighthouse" district. Given
k the high socioeconomic level of its residents, the PAUSE) case offers an interesting

opportunity to go beyond socioeconomic characteristics in the understanding of
participation.

A. The Research Problem

The research efforts reported in this section center on understanding
educational' participation as a behavioral act. We have two objectives: to understand
the forces that lead individuals to participate in a policy-level activity like this; and
to assess the effect of organizqtional factprs on the Lntensity and quality 'of partici*
tion by individuals.

To accomplish theseobjectives, we conceptualize participation as the
result of both antecedent and concurrent variables. We define as.antecedent varia
bles those personal characteristics Which precede and lead to inliolvement in educa-
tional activities. Under this set, we will consider variables oVer,which the school
district has little control. Antecedent variables include the participants' sociodemo-
graphic charactekistics, patterns of voluntary organizational affiliation, andattitudes'
toward education' and educational authorities. Concurrent variables will be defined
as those which emerge during involvement of the-individual in educational actiVities.
The selection of(these variables is basect on a theoretical as well as a practical
rationale. Several of the concurrent conditions pan be created by the school district
and are, therefore, subject to purposeful change.

This study will seek to answer the following que



To what degrde are certain antecedent variables associated WAh parti
pation in a policy-level, high-ticcessibility form of participation?

-

(2 ) As the individual becomes a stable participant, what are the-relative
effects of specific concurrent variables upon the intensity and quality of

participation?

) 'What linkages operate between antecedent and concurrent variables?

The Theoretical Framework

L. The Antecedent Conditions of Participation

Antecedent variables affecting participation are numerous. Here we
will'4imit ourselves to examining a set of four antecedent variables:

Factors related to the individual's socialization e
Among,these sex, years Of education, and the amily's history of
voluntary fiarticipation are expected tolle important. Within th--
context of U. S. society, women are expected to be closer to their
children than. men. They are expected to monitor them at home as
well as at school. Women are socialized to be more interested in.
education-than their husbands. The number of years of education of
the parent is' also assumed tO play a role because it may supply the
individual With the Proper'social, intellectual, and mannal -skills and
a disposition to see education. as a useful mechanism for social and
economic'mbbility. Lastly)'individuals who come from families
where e itherY one or both pafents was engaged in voluntary particfpation
might have acquired the 'tendency to dvelop social networks and
keep an interest m their cornmunity.

'(b) Idiosyncratic facto
control (i. e., whethei... h
way an event turns out
civic activities.

uch as the individual's sense of internal
is hisoactions 'make a difference in 'the
illingness to give time to social and

ASsociationa such aS the number of civic and
Social organizations to which the ind vidual belongs and the nUmber of
years -as meniber of a foririal educat onal group. These factors are

ated as-a set because sothe of the evidence 'On.voluntary participation
. suggosts that for some peop.le participation seeMS te be a social habit:.

Educational attitudinal faCtors such as the individual's perceiv-,
"caey visivis _sehool adininistrators, his belief about the role"Of

,ducational authorities in school governance, the degree of iMportance
dies to parents!in the decision-making brocess of the School and

his level oF satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the educational system.
.'
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Thp Concurrent Conditions of Participation

Two distinct but closely related perspectives are employed in the
. _analysis of concurrent variableS., . One has its roots in st!cio-

psychological theory, While the'other Uses concepts frbm organiza-
tional theory.

The sociopsychological perppective'leads us first of all to consider ,

participation in educational participatory planning as affected.by
the change in role 6f- hidividuals who, prior to getting involved in
participatory Planning, did-not play an active part in educational -

policy formation.

Organizational roles aew&J established in the school. To ask
people to step out of them or to assume new roles which:differ inaik-
edly from-,accusLomed roles may be very difficult for some individuals.
In participatory educattonal planning, each participant is asked to
participate at t.ihe.policy level, by helping to formulate planning Pro-
posals. Given that participator3i edudational planning,operates within
the formal organization, i.e., the-.school diStriet. 'the concept of role
becomes very important a'nd useful. ,It is a wellestablished fact that
an Lndividtial's,behavionis.shaped bY the expectatiOns members of
other _groups have of him or his relations with thein. Roles in organ-

ations have an added significance because in organizations, roles be-
come institutionalized: indiViduals are penalized if their behavior de-
viates, beyond a rhargin of tolerance, from that expected of them.

The concept of role, as uSed in this study, refers simplyi to the ex-
pected behavior associated with a'particular position. In the context
of participatoyy educalidnal.planning, the task SPecifications, as
described in Pro-bt leaflets, memos andinformai tafls, becOme the,
set.of such role xpectations. Our definition of rOle, theif6; refers:to
"role presbrip mist,' in collitrast to "role efaborations". iiitter;are
defined by Ka in (1974) as the "Complex combination of responses to the
expectatiOns o :levant others and spontaneous activities which are
neither.pre,_ ed nor proscribed by Others". March and §imon (1958)
add that, "roles in-organizatiOns, as contrasted withniany other roles
that individuals-fill,- tend tb be highly elaborated, relatively stable, and
definal to a considerable degree in explicit and even written terms".
Wilson (1956) maintains that in a typical voluntary association, roles
and tasks are "less specialized, less clearly defined", thari is typically
the case in organizations providing gainful eniployrnent. However, the
form of participation under study is heavily task-oriented. 'The notion,.
Of role. should therefore be useful here as in other organizatiens.



Panic Ipatory educationaL planning seeks ,to Involve participants In the
y making.process on a continuous rather than ad-hoe basis. Its effects,are, then,

amount to bringing new actors into the educational policy process. Whereas
traditional top level decfaion makers have been the Board, the Superintendent,-

e Central Office ndminintrators participatory planning creates an additional
of actors, the volunteer educational planners. The new configuration assumed

akers at the School Distr

Boaid
of

Education

Central
Office

Volunteer
Educational

Planners

This diag am alio illustrutes the fact that teachers and nonteaching staff
members also take on a new role in participatory educational planning since they
can also become voluntary planners. .Ordinarily, members of the staff have limited
access to the Board of Edubation, except as spokespersons for employee organations.
The setting created under participatory educational planning provides* altogether
new channel by which teachers and other staff can-approach the Board and adnanistrationt,
to gather information and t.o present proposals for action. The normal structure of -

distinct offices and conimittees is 'then to a certain extent bypassed.

Since involvement M the educational plann g task iS assumed to result in the
ormanee of a new role, an understanding of the indfVfdlial's level a participat On

such a task should include examination of the acceptance of the new role by the

.gnidelines of the e catikal activity in Which they are involved. -If is hypothesized that
1 o,notors; i.e. ,. the de/ee to which the participants accept the stated bjective 8 and

a pobitive and direct relatiOnship exists between the Lndividual's dekree of'role ,

acceptonce and the participation level he manifests'.
,

Also. derived from sociopsychological theory is the notion of the particip s'
Icrecived fecelings of responsiveness on the part of significant others.

27
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The individdars images of the organ d they are favorable, have
en found to furnish a,rationale for ac s, 1 e are jassuming that

n the context of participatory educa I plan significant others" are
ose who have the power to accept or rejec po presented by the participan s.

The "significant others" employed here ve" (Rosenlierg, 1973),in the
ense_thai ,on_the basis of organation hayior---we-are determinLng a prior

their importance to the participants in the planning task. In previous studies of
decision-making roles (particularly Gross et al., 1968), the main positions rpgnLzed
at the4op of the formal hierarchy have been the Board, and the superhitenden
are adding a third group of actors to this formal hierarchy, -the Central Office
administrators. Various findings about the decision makfrig process in, school
districts reveal that as school systems have grown in complexity, assistmt and
associate superffitendents have emerged as very influential actors in.the decisirm
Making process (notably Gittell, 1967; an _cGivriey ancliaught, 1972).

Withikthe Context of participatory educational plannipg, 'significant others"
for the participants will be considered to be the Board,, the superintendent and.
Central Office administrators. In assessing Whether an, actor's perception of
"significant others" affects his participation in the planning task or not, we will
also be_assessing_whetherputative" others are-indeed "real" others, an identity
which has frequently been assumed to be true (Woelfel andRaller, 1971; Rosenberg,
1973).. It is hypothesized that the Mdividual''s feelings of perceived responsiveness
of significant others will have a positive and d'irect effect on his level of participation.

Another variable worth exploring refers to role conflict or role eongruency.
According to role theory, role behavior is usually consistent with the expectations
role incumbents (in our.case, the volunteer educational planners) hold about their
task. But role theory further maintains that even if an individual Clevelops the
proper task expectations, his role behavior may be affectdd by the decision of Countej
role incnmbents to reciprocate'. (Guakin and Guskin, 1970; Oura, -1972). Within
the context bf participatory planning, the behavhor of the volunteer planning might
be affected by alp decision of "significant" others to be receptive to the proposals of
the new actor

Role theory maintains that if a role incumbent perceives that his expectations
coincide with '.hose held by .i&3unter-role incumbents toWard his role, situation of
'role congruency!' emerges (Gross at_4.,1958; Guskin and-Gusk:in, 1970). It also

maintains that if a role incumbent perceives that sioificant others hold differeict
expectations ab -lt his role, this individual will experience "role conflict." This
latter conditions been found to inhibit the a 'S'behavior. The perceived
reciprocation of "significant others", there 4re, is assumed to act as an irn' Wit-ant -
stimulus in encouragtng participation. Th"
exchange.theory, which maintains thaVvia
to individuals in exchange for contribution

n of reciprocation is also strong in
ganizations must prbvide ineentive
1ivival activity (Abbott, 1965)%
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In tho.literAtur, the study of "role ConfliCO.has gen rally assumed
two forms. It has been Seen as either "inter-role conilict", i.e., the simultane-
ous occupancy of two or more positions having incompatible role expectations; or -
"intrarole conflict", i.e., the contradictory expectations held by two or more
groups of "significant7' others regarding the same role (Sarbin and Vernon, 1960).
We will use the second form in a slightly mOdified manner: weWl rely on the
participants' answers to assess the expectations he perceives on the part of sig-
nifioant either words., the significant others' expectatiOnVikill-not.be
directly measured. We are billowing a phenomenological approach, by which per-
Ceptions Lndividuals hold about others' expectations are considered as real as the
actual expectations held by those others. It is hypothesized that the indivictual's
eVel of participation under a situation of role congruency will be significantly

,higher than under a situation of role conflict.

Wit hin the organizational perspect ve, we will examine the effects on
participation-that derive from`working in a heterogeneOus group, a group in which
individuals havingvarious organizational roles participate: parents, teachers, stu-
dents, mid-rank administrators, and nonteaching staff. Implied in the advocacy of

ticipatory planning is the assumption that individuals with different positions in
the school system will not only, be able to work as peers, with a minimum of tension
and of confliet, but also that they will become More committed participants because
the heterogeneity oFthe group will prOduce a socialization process conducive to an
increased appreciation of other people's views and needs. It is.hypothesized, in
consequence, that the degree of group hetefogeneity in a planning tearn will affect
the individual knember's level of participation, so that the greater the heterogeneity
V the group in which lie functionS, the higher his leYel of participation.

"The LInkages between I.s.ntecedent and Concurrent Conditions

Td- examine the'relationshiP" between antecedent and concUrrent variables,
we are positLng a fully-recursive causal structure; Has prese-nted on Figure 2. In
this causal structure, the individual's level of previous educational participation is
utilized as the sole anteedent variable. Previous'educhtional participation is hypo-
thesized to operate prfficipally in affecting levels of role acceptance and feelings of
perceived responsiveness of significant others. It is expected.te have little direct
effect on levels of participatiori in the planning task.

The heterogeneity of the group is hypothesized to be a concurrent vari-
able with both direct'and indirect effects on levels of participation in the planning task.

4Both role acceptance and perceived responsiveness of significant others
are hypothesized to behave-as intervening variables between previous educational .

3 - 4

. participation anti levels of participation in the planning task.

The arrows in,the' Model indicate the direction of-the hypothesized rela
tionships. The major dependent variable - participation in educational planning -
is meakired in teims Of two indicators', intensity and quality of participation.
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_eratiónalization:_of'Vjir ables
:

This section addresses itsjf to the methods used in this stu_ y !to'
Measure the'variables depicted in 'ths_ohart On the preceding page. The/ iterns

_/used to measure the Vdrieus anteeedentNeriablis discussed: earlier.ar
. 6en_ th- ppen _ x.:-

The Dependent Variable: Participation

hi much of the research on volimtary participation there has been a
tendency to treat partibiPation as .a primitive term, as a concept
easily understood, which conveys an unequivocal meaning.

In this studY, edifbational participation has two definitiOns. In the
examination a the effect of antecedent variables upon educational
participation, we ;define participation as.the number of ediicational
acts (both afthq action and the policy lifel) th.which the individual
has engaged. Pizirticipation is measure -Ln terms pf an index based
on summed seores, ranging frtim 0 (no participation at all) to 6 (par-
ticipation in si forms of educational participation). This index of
participation is subsequently called "previous educational participa-
tion" and enters the causal model Of participation as an independent
variable.

In the examination of the effect of concurrent variables, since we
are dealing, at this point with one particular form of educational par-

. ticipation,,we conceptualize participation differently. Here we de-
fine participation as the individual's (I) amount of time given to the
educationl planning task; and (2) performance of the planning task
in a way congruent with the specifications attached to thth task. In
this second definition, participation has two components: one is
quantitative, i.e. , the number of hours the individual devotes to the
Planning task; the other is qualitative, i.e. , the degree to which the
Lndividual in fact behaves as an educational planner.

The quantitative dimension of participation - intensity will be meas-
ured by the hours per week spent by the indiiddual in'formal planning
team meetings and Ln preparation for these meetings. Quality of par-
ticiPation - performance - has been melasured by an index ranging
from 1 to 5, which indicates the frequency with which an individual
eXecutes seven task specifications considered pertinent to the plan-
ning activity. (Refer to the Methodological Appendix for the specific
items employed for this and other variables.)
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, The 'Independent Variables

Role Acceptance. The assertion that broad citizen involvement in
policy-level participation leads to "better" policy outcomes pre-,
supposes that the participants willrbehave in a rnanner-that-is-aPPro---
priate to the specifications of the task. The variable, "role accept-
mice", seeks to establish the degree to which participants recognize
the formal expectations attached to the planning task. T enbaum
(1968) maintains that formal organization norms (which an be ex-
tended in,pur case to mean specifications'attached to theplanning
role) are easily measurable. By this he means that it is possible to
identify these organizational norm

Since the formation of the various planning teams, all participant
-have been repeatedly told of four expectations attached to their plan-
ner role: that the needs and desires of the various community seg-
ments (parents and citizens in-general; students; teachers and other
school staff) must be considered when designing educational proposals,
that their proposals must be_validated (i.e., have educational,-legal,
and financial bases), that the proposals must be designed to address .

needs of students, and their proposals are intended to bel specific
directives for action, not broad suggestions. These role expectations
have been transmitted by the project support staff, both officially
(through booklets and written communications to the planning teams)
and informally (th conversations between project support staff and par-
ticipants in the planning task).

Role acceptance is measured by a summed-score index, using forced-
choice items.- The role acceptance index produces scores ranging
from 0 to 4 points.

Perceived Responsiveness of Significant Others. As the volunteer
planner engages th the design and formulation of planning proposals,
he develops certain expectations of how the established decision-makers
will react to these proposals. Perceived responsiveness, of significant
others is defined as the degree of receptiveness of the Beard of Educa-,
tion, the superintendent, and the Central Office administrators, and
impact these proposals are expected to have in educational policies
sidered by these three groups. Two items were employed to const
this variable. The scale ranges from 6 to po points.
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Role Congruency and Role Conflict. The Variable:measuring role
congruencY,and role clanflict Was created by combining the individual's
degree of ro acceptance and hip perceived responsiveness of signifi-
ant others. an individual has moderate to high levels;of role

acceptance core of at least 2 pohits) and moderate to high_levels of
perceivad,responsiveness of significant others (at last 19 points), he
is' assurned to face a -situation' of role-congruency. -If he possesses
moderat9 to high levels of role acceptance but low levela of perceived
resp.onsiveness, he is considered to face a situation of role conflict.

, Individuals who have low levels of role acceptance are considered as
deviants and not included in the analysis of this variable.

The variable "role congruency/conflict" was formed b,y combining
cores in "role acceptance" and "perceived responsiveness". It is there-.

fore highly correlated with these two variables. For that reason, we are
not entering the variable "role congruency/conllict" in the causal model,'
but we are treathig it separately.

GroupHeterogeneity. In the participatory plaiming task, as Carried out
in Project Redesign, anybody served by or working for the school
district can participate. -We are-categorizing the participants in-four
major groups: paients and citize students, teachers and teacher aides,
and nonteaching school staff (a istrators and support staff).

In this study, group -heterogeneity refers to the presence of these four
groups in each of the planning teams. It is defined as the degree to
which a particular planning team has participants from each of these
groups.

The variable "group heterogeneity" is measured in three levels: hi
medium and low. If a planning team is characterized by the frequent
meeting attendance and participation in the discussions by individuals
from at least three groups, the team was considered high in
heterogeneity. If only two groups were involved in a planning team, the
team was rated medium in heterogeneity. And if the'team had one
predominant group of participants, it was characterized as low in
heterogeneity.

The determination orgroup heterogeneity was based on observation
of the hrterictions at the plannhig team meetings and was done by two
judges.'' Their agreement was identical in the rathig of 9 of the 11
planning teams. Since all variable in the Model are measured at the
individual level, each participant received the heterogeneity score
oorresponding to his planning team.

c3
4
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NOTES

The participatory educat onal plwining task occurs within the
context of Project Redesign. This project began as a result
of the superintendent's initiative and the willingness of the
Board of Educa4on to have a group of citizens examine the
school system and propose ways to meet its Nture societal
needs. The project started in 1972 and was expected to pro-
duce a Master Plan by mid1975.

The PAUSD, at the time of the project, served a student body
of about 13,000, located in 20 elementary schools and 6, high
schools.

This should not be exaggerated, however. Part of the parti-
cipatory planning process, as spelled out hi Project Redesigg,
calls for careful "validating" of the results of the planning ef-
forts before these proposals are presented to the Board.
Essentially, this means that proposals offered by the planning
teams should have been subjected to examhiation, revision,
and approval of those affected by the deeision, namely, the
community at large, teacher organizations, and administration.
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CHAPTER ffl

A.NTECEDENT CONDITIONS pF PARTIC PATI9N
_

The focus of our study is participatory educational planning, a form
of participation that affords both policy-level participation and a high degree of
accessibility.

The mahi que ons We seek to answer iii thi section are follows:.

What are the social and educational characteristic's of Participants
in the planning task? Does the existence of an easily-accessible
channel of educational participation mean that new people become
involved in the sch6ols ? Specifically, do participants in a high
accessibilityform of partitipation possess attributes different
from those of participants in low-accessibility forms pf partici-
pation, such as the PTA leadership or membership in advisory
committees ?

(2) What is the relationship of the selected antecedent variables to
the participants' previous level of educational.participatiOn? Do
these variables show sithi ar relationships among the various sets
of participants in the task parents, teachers and'adminis-
trators/nonteachhig staff )

A. Characteristics of the Participants

Aa3rief description of the recruitment process carried out
ect providing the setting for this study is pertinent at this point.

hin the

The first planning teams, the 5 to 15 member teams carrying 4dut the
plamung task, were formed early in January 1974. Six addition51 teams were
formed in June-July 1974, bringing the number of planning teams to eleven. The
initial recruitment effort by the project staff consisted of sending letters to all
families sevied by the PAUSD and to all teaching and nonteaching staff members.
In addition, ads were placed in the local newspaper, soliciting the involvement of
volunteers in the planning teams. About 1000 high school students were contacted
through school presentations. Through all these means combined, an audience
of approximately 30,000 must have been ceached - about 15,000 through individual
letters and 15,000 through ads, newsletters, ancrc*hool bulletin notices.
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About 450 persons came to the four.introducto y community meetings.
these, 05 desired to participate and becnme members of the first wave of

Planning teams. The second wav -of planning teams attracted 135 additional _

Members. b ingingthe nurnber ofindivfduas who Joined.the,projectl._ to about _

i00 members
)

Table 2

Composition of niiä1 Part Gipants by Grout') -

Group Percentage Nu

Parents/CitlienA witheut
scho91 childbren

38 71

Teachers 25 47

Students 18., 33

- Administrator Non-: :-
teaching staf

20

100_ 188

As can be noted, most of those who demonstrated an interest in partici-
pating were either parents or teachers. Of course, not all of those who had an
initial interest became stable participants. The withdrawal or dropout rate, how-;
ever, was more or less constant, at the rate of about 7 percent per month.

The breakdown of participants who became stable participants - those
who stayed in the project for at least six Months - and who constitute the subjects
of this study - was as follows:

Group

Table.3.

Composition of Stable Participants by Group

Parents/Citizens without
school children

Teachers

Students

Adm inistrators/N
teaching staff



k.eemparison between Tables 1 and 2 ehows that the highest with
drawal rateS occurred among students and nonteach aff (including adminie-1
tratora) Thougli?3 studenea joilied,,17 (or about pzpe _ent) subsequently le
in the case of adMinietl*iors/nenteaching.staff mainbers:37 Joined and 19 (or
51-percent)-withdreW over-averioa'eWer

Sociodemographic Characteristics

Those who became stable participants possessed sociodemographic
characteristics re8embling those af educational participants re-
ported in other studies of suburban school districts, The largest
proportion of participants was that of parents and teachers - both
of Whom have the most direct concern with educational issues
parents as clients and teachers as professionals. The number of-
parents participating in the project represented half of one per-
cent of the population of parents in the district;-the number of
teachers represented 5 percent of the- district's teathers.-2

The mean age, of participaats as 36 yeitre, with almost ao pa
,

pants bet een 20-29 years of age..

Table 4

'pants in the Planning Task hy Age

Age Bracket I

10 - 19

20 - 29

30 - 39

49

50 - 59

60 - 69

Percentage Number

16

2

18

18

2

21

47

19

7

114

41

17

6

100

In terms of educational levels, participants in the planning task consti-
tuted a highly-educated group. The mean level of education was 16.94 years; ex-
clUding students, it increased to 18.28 years.
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Table 5

Participmits in the Plamitng Task by Educat onal Leve
t.

ears of Ediacation Percentage_.

* 19 20

1.3 - 14 2 2,

_

16 6

17 and Over 75 . 86

100 -114
* This category, except for two

parents, includes only student8.

The area served by the PAUSD is a sophisticated community with,a
large nuniber of persona in professiOnal/technical arid managerial occupations
(40 and 50 percent,-,reSpectivelh;3 yet the proportion of college graduates among-
the adult participants in the planning task - 75 percent - was markedly greater thm
that of the community as a wbole, estimated to be 40 percent.4

_Groupmg the participants by occupational category shows a large num-,

of professionals, and among thes6, an overwhelming proportion of persons in
education or education7related fields. Eight,y-three percentak.the professionals

,4- t
.

% mwere teaChers, former teachers, ,educational writers 'Oil consultants-, and college
professore.

Table 6

Participants in the Planntng Task by Ocaupational Ca egory

Occupation Percentage
,

Nu ber
,

Profenionals:
; Education-relatsd profession 62. 71,
Pther profession . 13 15'
, ..

- Homemakers 8

White-collar 2

Blue-collar 0 0

Siudents 15 , 17..

100 . 114

31
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asons for Participating in theVlanning Task

Thejact that most participants belongedio education-related profes-
siond-suggests that for these Participanis, invplvement in tlieplanning taskmight
be seen ad a'natural extengion of eoceupatienal:Lnterest. This it4erPretation-re-
peives .support,when we exarnine_ tie ipants "_readons-f or J °in* this_ ac

Among the, four sets of participants Ln the planning task a "special
terest In education" was mentioned as the most important reason for involvement

by' 26 percent of the participants. In additione the task's relationship with the par-
ticipants' professional background ind interest ika.S' mentioned by an additiOnal .
10-percent. todking at the proportion within groups, it can be nbted.that''"a Special..
Lnterest in education" was the most salient reason ameng adult participan s, pIrticu
larly among the administrators/nonteaching staff group.

; ).

While the planning task provided for policy-leVel participation, the de-
e to have a voice in decision-maldng did not'seem -an bnportant reason for the

majority of participants.', Of the entire group, only 16 percent of participants said
that a wish to particiPate in decisions affecting the'district had motivated their
participation-- In.the cast of teachers, _however,_ 25 percent of them mentioned this
reason as the most important one. The specific nature of the task,, planning and'
dealing with the futifre, was ilet significant in 1'4a:ding individuals tdt participate. It
was;.mentioned.by 12 percent,'Most of them- teach:Ors.

-.._. ,

Another reason frequently mentioned by participants was that they were
"personally asked to join",- either by Project staff or personal friends already Or-
ticipating in educational activitieTs. This.reason was.mentioned by 19 percent of the
participants and was clearly the most important reaaOti.tor students. It wad- also a
very important reakin among Parents.and slightly lesS SO among teachers ( 19 per-
cent and 17 percent, respectively).

Why was the-issue of personal recruitment so important among students
and parents ? Both of thein are clients qf the school system.' A probing among

,;these respondehts revealed a nuniber of reasona: ,(a) for some students and par-
.,

ents, "being asked" is imporynt, because. of the feeling that their pftrticipation was
'wanted" or "welcome"; (b) participation at the policy level may attract' so few in-

dividuals that school, personnel and other partici aiks see thernselvenfercedIto

appeal to those whe)ace persona_well known' for heir educational tnterest and activ-
ism; and (c) for'soine Individuals, to pe asked to participate in policy4evel acti ties
was seen as an hener not to be refused.

:. ---,

A further exvpination of Table 7 hidicates Ina only 10 percent of the'
respendents joined because of "Alissatisfaction" with the eduCational system. This -

reason ranged from 5'to1percent among adult participants, but was mentioned ad.
a most.iMportank reason.oy 22 percent of the students. (The students who stated

,

that they were 7dispatisped with the school system had all,held office in,stpdent body
governments and had partieipated in various other ,schod-arict disfrictLlevel copi
rbitteea. ) The findings for the majority of participants suggeat that,' in the absence .
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Table 7

Main Reasons Stated for Joining the Planning Task by G:

Reasons

ed personally to parttcipate
jn Pro ect Redesign.

felt dissatisfLed with the pregent
school system.

,

lye a special in
aue.s.

I have a general
issueu .

n educational

in secial

I am interesbzd in the, idea of planning
and prepaying for the future.

1 wantd to participate in decision
that 11 affect the achoor system.

Proj ct Redesign is closely related
t

to my.prof.essional backgroUnd and/
tnterests.

Parents

1

Teachers
Ai

* 10) 17% ( 9)

( 6)

(15) 23 . (12 )

( 6) -25

13 ( 7)

1454 . N.252

he number,of sponse in each category is,sre er Ulan th,
the study because in some caaea 'espondento dtated two

joini-ng.the planning eank.

itt



of a major conflict ma school district, those who participate in policy-level
activities tend to be satisfied with both their educational system and their school
district. It appears that those who are extre'rnely critical of the schools tend to
avoidrrticipation in this kind of activity. (Judging from a needs-assessment
survey carried out by pPmanel projects, the PAUSD does have a group of dis-
satisfied people; who "disagree" or,"Strongly disagree!' with the assertions that
"the PAUSD gives their citizens tlieir money's worth" (27 percent); "teacher's in
the district do their job well " (13 ercent); and "students are treated equally or
fairly in the 'district" (36 percent.) -

-
Involvement in Educational and Civic3 Activiries

Participants in all four groups appeared to be very similar in
terms of their educational involvement experience and civic and social affiliations.
As Table 7 :indicates, most participants had several years -of educational member-
ship and similar levels of.previous educational, participation. A significant propor-
tion of them (about 15 percent) had held a previous educational leadership office and
many belonged to at least one civic or social voluntary organization.

A characteristic shared very uniformly by the pardcipants was their
willingness to give a substantial amount of their free time to involvement in civic.,
and social activities of their choice. Though the7'great majority of partieipants in
the planning task were employed full-time (this applied even to students, 60 per-
cent of whom held part-time jobs), they were willing to give an average of six
hours a week of their free time to volunteer involvement. The fact that partici-
pants are so willing to give considerable time to voluntary involvement, even though
they are "busy" people suggi-ests that "time" is a very subjective category. Many
participants expressed the opinion that "if you are interested in sotnething or enjoy
something, you make time for it".

Table 8
Levels.of Educational and CNic Involve en .by Grotip (in Means)

Actin. /Nonteh.
Staff Studenchers

.br education:1i addoc iaL ion 5. H1 12.84 12.06
.1,cad(' rtillif) experience . .13 .47 . 38 . 50

Involvement in auxiliary id

zulvidory activil fen 3. 05 3. 11; 2.94
Pet v edileat1( nil par( einal ion 3.9,1 1.57 3.38
Numbe r of niembi .1 v le/

doe lid organizationd

lied. 1) vreI( io
civic/ inirtivilial Ion

78

7.79

I 67

6.70

I.

+ ;pee If le ilv Hid I ft uuut:uidur,' them. and ot ,r .edent vl Oen
r Eninnuf ii, the Anneudin. 4 3



Educational Orientations an

The data show that the participants in the planning tasks considered by group,
bad similar educational orientatiom and opinions.

There was little discrepancy in the various mens across the four groups of
participants regarding their feeling of efficacy.vis-a-vis administrators, their beliefs
about citizen involvement in decision-making, and their opinions about the responsive-
ness of school authorities to the various community segments.

Table 9

inions by Group (in Means)

Adminitratdrs

Educational Orienta

Feeling of efficacy over
admtnistrators

Belief about the citizen 'role
in school decisions

Belief about the role of
administrators

Paren s Teach Nonteachin Staff udents

Belief about the role of
the-Board of Education

Educational role of the
Board

Educational role of admin.

Educational role of parents

Educational role of teachers

Educational role of students

1..evei of satisfaction with
school district performance

Belief about responsiveness
of school district to all
community segments

--------4-:-, l'he itit,
tisfactlon w

oderatel)
the idfii h
of satisfaction.

2.56 2.45 2.69 2.63

.5 4 A.62 2.50

1.97 2.15 2'. 29 1.88

2.13 2.06 2.09

3.23 2.56 3.00 2.86
4.10 3. '17 4.43 3.29
2.80 2.32 2.84 3,71

3.40 4.42 4.21 4.14-

2.20 2.65 2.50 3.29

3.33 3.77

.11, 0 3.43 3.55

mong the greuns comicc -n ,d thc
tool (IIHtrlCt po rforniance. While-most participants Heel

highly satisfied with the performance by school district personnel,
_s/nontenchinwataff in the planning tank showed the greatest degree
Another tiirmifleput difference occurred in the degree of 1mportance-

of
to

4
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participants would give to administrators, parents and teachers in the decision-
1making process of theschool system. Participating teachers and students believed
that teachers should have the most impprtant role in the decision-making process of
the school system. Participating teachers and students believed that teachers should'
have the most important role in the decision-making process. Both groups rated the
role ef administrators as second in importance. Participating students - unlike the
three- adult groups - believed that students should have a very important role in
decision7making.

The educationg orientations and opinions of the participants reflect the different
positions they occupy in the.scheol systern. Teachers, for instance, thought that
teachers should have the most important role in decision-making; administrators/
nonteaching staff stated administrators shoirld have the most important role and
showed the greatest degree of satisfaction with the perfoimance of school district-
personnel; students thought that students should have a salient part Ln the decision-
making process.

To the degree that different sets of participants bring with them differing views
and perceptions - particularly about the role of various actors in the decision-,
making-procesb of the school district - a participatorr planning activity is likely
to result, at least, in a beneficial exchange ef opinions.

B. Corns arison with Partici -Lilts in Low-Aecessibiit Forms of Partici ation
=

The sociodemographic description of the participants in the planning Utak shows that
they are a relatively older and highly'edueated roup or participants. Are they different
from participants in forms of participation with, less cceS-sibility? How do they differ
from PTA leaders, for example?

We will test the hypoth sis that 1 accessibility forms of participation lead to
set of participants different 'from that in low-accessibility forms of participation. To
test this assumption, participan, ts in the planning task are compared with two other groups
of participants h-1 the school district: members in PTA lcadersh positions and in district
advisory committees..6 Table 10 offers a comim.isul ariung sevéraJ soclodernographic
characteristics.

The corn arisen of the three- types or participants shows no htlLlcally
differences 'hi the.participants' ago and educational levels. In all thave
involved tend to be in their intd-30'n. In tornin 01 oducatiohal level a, participants In the
planning task have slightly higher levels or education than 1"l'A leaders, while resembling
advisor.y committee participants. WetipatIonally, participants in the planning task arc
similar to advisory committee members but different front PTA loaders, 'since the
latter include a larger number of homemalters.

Tho int I don r. ntinienin in the witur: ni I r,raphi( rJlar:IeIerI:;tiel4 of
participants Iii thu :rimming task masko differencCa It are rovoNli. I when we ewine.
only the adult part fell titt. 1.;:wituling students,. the mean age hiereuses lo l I yon eq

of edneatiOn t, Ini:!`it, nod Ihe ',rote:1111min' enterory incitickw fiti per eon( the

pulite 'pants
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Table 10
Sociodemographic Characteristics of Participan s
Low-Accessibility Forms-of Participation

High-Accessibility and

Sociodemographic
Characteristics

.Planning Task
Participants

PTA
Leaders

AdVisory Ommittee
Members

Men 42% (48) 696 ( 4) 45% (20)
Women 58 (66) 94 (67) .55 (24)

-Age
10-19 16% (18) 0% 9% (4)
20-29 2 ( 2) 4. ( 3)- 4 2)

18 (21)
41 (47)

53 (37)
36 (25)

33 (15).
313 (17)

50-59 17 (19) 7 ( 5), (. 7)
60-69 6 ( 7) 0 0

Mean age bracket 3.59* 3.46 3.47
Years of education

12 years or less 18% (20) ( 2) 9% (4)
13-16 years 7 ( 8) 59. (41) 16 7)
17 and over 75 (86) 39 (27) 76 (34)

Mean years of education 16.94* 16.24 17.27

Occupational levels
Professional 75% (86) 23% (16) 70% (32)
Homemaker 8 ( 9) 73 (52) 17 ( 8)
White-collar 2 ( 2) 4 4 ( 2)
Blue-collar 0 0
Student 15 (17) 9 ( 4)

* A t-test comparing means of education and age of participants in the plannthg
lask with the same means for PTA leaders and advisory committee. members

ed no statistically slgnlflcaiit differences at the .10 level, two-tailed test.

4 0
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This indicatesAhat opening the proces of educational participation at
the policy level appeals mostly to professionals. This findilig also suggests that
even in channels allowing tt high.degree of acces ibility, a 'selectton mechanism
is at work. In this case, however, it is a self selection mechanism because in-
dividuals appear to decide by themselves whether they meet the necessary quail-
fications_(1nAerms of knowledge or verbal sOls) for the task. Informal inquiries
as to why individuals with lower levels of education or in blue-c011ar jobs were
not participants in the planning task produced comments such as, "he/felt he would
be dealing mainly with 'doctors' and 'professionals' or "she was afraid her lim-
fted vocabulary would show up". Also, our data show that the withdrawal rate was

"highest among students and nonteaching staff (Mostly secretaries), ihe two groups
most likely to feel less competent in terms of educational levels.

While opeuing the channels of participation at the policy level may not°
result in the presence of participants representing the various occupations and
educational levels of citizens in the community, the new set of participants con-
sti utes a group of educationally-gualffied and presumably competent individuals
not otherwise involved. .In other words, opening the chaimels of participation tends
to bring forward a pool of useful but relatively under-utilized pool of human resources.

Significant differences appear when we compare participants in the ,plan-
ning,task with other participants in terms of their educational and organizational ex-*
periOnce. Compared tO PTA leaders', participants in the planning task hav6 lesser
level's of leadership experience, involvement in auxiliary and advisory activities
and educational participation.

Table 11
A-

Participaats in Hig i-Accessibility and Low-Accessibility Fdrms .of Par-
ticipation by Organizational Experience and Levels of Educational In-

volvement.(in Means)

Organizational Expbrience
and Educational Involvement

Planning Task
Participants

PTA Lead- -Advisory
ership Committee

'Menthers

Years of. edie -ional :isHoctattoIl

Leadership C. Ice

Involvemtei auxiliary d
advisory aetivities-

Previous Educational,p icipation

berships lit civic ov 1.73
mocha orpnizationn

* Indicates that o t-totit ol thin n _00, compared La ill 111 ,1111 'or lelpantn in the
"-:pInnning tank fillowed II stat.ItltidflhIy-HigIittidHIIt (111loyonee nt. the ..10 level

3. 03

3 83

7.70

1.00 *

4:

5.58 *

2.20 *

9.96

.75

3.19

1.13

14alledfrzit.



The greater number of years of educational association m the case
of participants in the planning task is.somewhat distprted because teacher parti-
cipants had a rnean.of 13 years of educational affiliation. (There are very few
teachers who are not affiliated with a teachers' organization.)

Uri the other hand, pa
to participants in advisory corrimitt
ence - leadership experience - indi
compared to other types of particip
tional leadership experience. For
in advisory committees report no' le
cipants in the planning task have no

s in the planning task are quite similar
The only statisticallys ignific ant differ-

es that-participants in the planning task,
nts, are persons with lower levels of educa-

tance, while 25 percent of the membership
dership experience, 55 percent Of the parti-
held an Office M an educational group.

This finding is imporL t because it gives evidence that opening the
channels for policy-level participat on produces, to some degree, a group of
partiCipants who have not previousl shared in the "boundary-spanning" proees
of the'school system (see above, p. 12).

Do participants in the lanning task, because of their more limited ex-
posure to the boundary-spanning p ocess of the school district, hold different
views toward the educational systm, its governance, and the role of various,
groups Ln the decision-making pr cess of the schools?

We will test the hypàthess that participants in the high-accessibility
form of participation possess/educational orientations mid opinions that differ from
those of pareicipanis in low7accessibility forms of participation. The specific
items used to measure all/these orientations and opinions are found in the ,t,kppendix.

at)



'Table 12 -

Participants in High-Accessibility and. Low-Accessibility Forms of
Participation by Various Educational Orientations and 'nions,.(in Means)

Planning Task
Participants

PTA Lead-
ership

Advisory
Committee .

Members

Feelings of efficacy over
: administrators

2.51 2.76 2.77 *.

Belief about the citizen
role in school decisions

2.44 2.52 2.45

Belief about the role of
administrators

2.10 2.18 2

Belief about the role of tpe 2.06 2.11 2.00
Board of Education.

Educational role of the Board 2.74 3.15 2.66

Educational role of the ad-
ministrators

3.93 4.59 * 4.28 *

, Educational role of parents
(

2.3. 2-78 2.72

Educational role of teachers 3.95, 3.60 * 4.04

Educational role of students 2.51 1 66 * 2.02 *

Level or satisfaction with the
school district performance

3.67 3.63 4.09 *

Belief aboitt responsiveness of
school district to all commun-
ity segments

3.13 3.44 *

* Indicates that a t-test of this mean, compared to the mean of
participants in the planning task; showed a statistically-
significant difference at the .10 level, two-tail test.

Participants _n the pl wing-task are lot different from other ,participrints
in their definition of the roles of he hoard, and LI e administrators. In all three eases,
the tendency is to consider that both boprd members and'administrators should Make
educational decisions by combining the administrator's' recommendations and the ex-
pressed needs and demands of citizens. Relatively few participants believe that de-
cisions should be made solely in rem-mime to communitymeeds or on the basis of
educational expertise.
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Differences arnohg participants do emerge along several important dimensi ns.
Participahts iii the planning task do not perceive administrators as highly responsive
as other participants do. This is elfpecially true among teachers in the planning task,
whose mean level of "feeling of effi6acy over administrators" is 2.45 Also, partici-
pants Ln the planning task dre less certain than the other two types of participants
that the school district is responsiVe to all segments of the community. (This IS the
case for teachers and parents in the planning task, whose mean "belief about responsive-
ness of the school district to all"community segments" is 3.00 and 3,.11, respectively.)

More marked differences arise among the participants' allocation .of decision-
making roles within the school system. Unlike PTA leaders, participants in the
planning task rank the bo&rd, administrators, and Ps arents as less important in the
decision-making process, while believing that teachers arid students should have a
greater voice. They are also different from advisory committee members Ln
considering this role of administrators as lower and that of students as higher in
importance.

Why is it that although attitudinal differences -between participan s in low-
accessibility and high-accessibility forms of partictlatiOn vxisc, these differences
.are not very great A Partial answer can be given by the fhct that the various modes
of educational involvement, aird even the pattern of social and civic memberships,
are related. Table 13 presents evidence in this regard.

. Table.n.
Relationship Between Various Modes of Education
Level of Educational Partici ation 'n Pearson corru

Planning Task
Partic

Involvement in auxiliary
arid advisory activities

Leadership experience

Years of..educational as ei-
ation

Number of inemberHhips il
civic and social 'vrganiv:ations

Indicates corrOlations..9i0

. 22*

. 44*

:06
flcant lat I

Involvement and the
ations
PTA
Leaders

.45

Adv sory Cornmi t

.16*

.10

.14

.25* .30*.
level, Or iCHS

It n be noted that tiler uthatantial correlatknis bet- nirticipants'
levels of educational partielpation"and their level of involvement in modliary and
advisery activities and theirleadership nxperience. According to ihese yelationships,
the more individuals have ben involved lit anAllary the greater the rate of
their action- and polley-levellmrtielpialon; Illiewfue, individuals who,have 1101a-0ffice
show greater rates of educational participation than flume who have not.. hin auggesttc
that most iiartietpantn have been nnbjeet to a aimilar nocialiv.ation eliperience with
the school district, which may.aceount for their similarity in
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C. The Relative Effect.of Antecedent Var ables on Participant= in the Planning
,Task

Participants in the planning task are persons with a history of prior Lnvolvement
in educatienal activities. Their levels of educational participation - though lower than
those of PTA leaders and advisory committee members - are high compared to the
population at large. This is evident in Table 15.

evels of Educa

Table 15
1.

mai Par icipa ion Among Various Type

Parents in
Communit

Educational
Participation 3.21

0_ Participants (in

Planning Task PrannIng Task- PTA
Partici ants Parents'Onl Leader

3.83 5.58*

Advitory Cdrn
ee..Member

* Indicates that a t-test of this mean cornpared to the mean of educational
participation of the sample of parents in the cornmurlity showed a statistically
significant difference at the .005 level.

Furthe more only .7 per cent-of tlje adults in the plaiinin=
of an educational assocratioa and only.9 pet cent of all particip
involvement in auxiliary or advisory educational activities.

were not members
ts had rio previous.

If moderate to high levels of educational participation characterize a large number
of participants in the plaiming task, it becomes important to understand what factors
affect levels of educatiOnal participation. Ln doing this analysis, we shall consider,
educational participation as a variable to be explained (a dependent variable) and examine
how antecedent variables described in Chapter. II of this study affect it.

Our )resumption is that the various antecedent faetois do not have a unfform
effect among the four groups of participants in the planning activity. Socializationnnd

syneratic faetom possibly have a stronger effect in the cage of parents,and students
since their participation is more "voluntary" than in the case of teachers and
administrators/honteachiqg staff. In the case of the latter two, educational attitudes

ght hatre a stronger impact than among parents becaiure their participation may
`. be prompted by job-relfacd contdderatiomi.

Table It; below, p out:, Het taiparate 1,,cgretmion equations on educational
J)LrLfr for each gronp of adult participanta Iii the, planningtask.. (Students are not
ineludeti Iii Oda conwaritiOn becaune-their ocale Of educational participation

:ictly comparable to that or adults.) The coefficients reported in each ease are
Ida rdlzed beta weights which.permit 1114 to assbos.tlfe effect 'of ouch independen,

lable while coidrolling for the effccis of othe indepondondent vai'labloU iii tho
regrettalon equation.

5 1
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The fe
'Table 16

of Antecedent Variables Upon Educatlo Participation by Group*
1

Soc_

Tota

ization Factori
x

ily climate about'
voluntary participation
ars of education

ocialization Factors

Parents

272

265
.070

=

Idio yncratic Factors
F eling of -personal

control
nse of diS' sposable time

Total Idiosyncratic Factors

Associational Experience
/Years of- educational

association .293
Number of memberships in

civic or Social organizations .126

Total Associational ExperienceR2 = .14

Educational Attitudes ,-
Feeling of efficacy,over

aaministrators .060
f3elief,abotit the role of
the.Board of Education - .122
Educational role of paren s .381

Educational Attitudes =. 14

Al aetorscombinc

* N -Of the
g oup had
present in 1
where corre

richer's
AdminittraterS/
Nonteaching Staff

10

78
0

= '15

134

-06.1
.-022

2R = .02

2 .053
06 .117

11 R2 = 02

039 .746

.116

=7 02 6

104 .175

98 - .388
15 .169

= 111

30
2

R .47'

dependent Vart ibles iii the rogre
TOrrelations greater than .64.

regressions is, therefore, mmli
118 wore grouter than 50, Uic y r

equations for each
degre: of colilnearity

. (In the four casew
ugod from 52 to .64.)
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The Effect of Socialization Faetorsr,

Of the three variables:included among,the socialization factors, sex
(being a woman).and the family's:Climate (having one or both parent§ frivolved
voluntary activities). have strong and independent effects among participating par-
ents. Although, ,as, we have:noted, parents who participate are characterized by
high levels of .education,: the 'individual's level, of education appears, to make A
weak contribution to increases in the levl Of edueational particinatiOn. Oti'r
explanation was that the coefficient was low-:because of the smalrvariability in
levels of education among participathig parents (mean: 17.74; standard deviation:
1.93), yet, teachers shoW streng effects for levels of education upon participa-
tion, while their educational leve16-have a smaller varianc.e.than that of parents
mean: 18.65; Standard deviation: 1.16). A more reasonable explanation', there-

-fore, might be that education does not so-much influence levels of educational
participation, but:SuPplies the-Pool of those who will be interested th participation.
(4k similar conclusion is made by Almond and yprba in their study f political
liarticipation in the Civic Culture, 1965, p. 319.

Ifithe case of teachers, sex also contributes to educational participa-
tion,- though,- as anticipated, its effects are weaker ( .110) than among parents.
Family clirnate Appears to have a negative and moderate effect (-.178) 'arid their
levels of 'education to have a strong and positive effect over educationd participa-

_

tion.

Among admm _ators/nonteaching staff, sex makes a negative con-
tribufion while,family climate, and years of edueation produce an Insignifieant
effect. .

I

Socializatien factors explain 13 percent of the variance of participatioh
among parents; and 16 percent of the variance among teachers; but onlY 2 percent
of the variance for administrators/nonteaching -staff.

The Effect of Idiosyncraqc Variables

4 sense of personal 6ontrol affects levels of cducatlqnal participation
po itively and strongly in t.hp case of parents and teachers ( .301 and .332 respect=.
ively), yet it does not show significant effect:i in the case of-administrato non-
teaching staff.

The Individual's sense of disposable time, on the other halid,. shows -
moderate effects in the case 6f.parents and administrato /nonteaching staff,
but no effect among teachers.

Idiosyncratic factors account for a mciselerate portion of the variance In
pnrticlpntlon -AO cane of parents and teacherp ( .10 and .11 percent, re-.--
speetively), hut an insignificant amount in Ow ease of administrators/notenching
staff. This latier finding agrees with the expectatiCm that educational partic1pa7
tion among fidministrators/nonteaching,staff might be more Mated to job require-
Merits than to, peraonid finttdrs.



ears of membership ill a formal educatictial orgatiation has very
ong effects upon the leyels of educational participation ameng adzilinistrators/,

nonteaching staff, and strong effects in the case ef parents. .fiowever, it has ne
Ognificant effects iwthe case of teachers.

On the pt.her nand, the individual's degree of mvolvernent n eivic and_
social organizations shows effects among the three sets of participants. The,niore
the number of civic and sobial groups_to_which the adult individual belongs, the
greater the level of educational participatibiT.,

As a set, organizational experience variables explain 36 percent of
the va iance of educational participation amongradministrators/nenteaching staff

- andØercent of the yariance in the case of parents. 'The explained variance for
teachet is quite low;.' only 2 percent. -The small contribution of 'affiliation in apides nal group to increhsed levels of participation in the case_of teachers may
be due to the fact that - as several informants stated - manY teacherscomlider
their prefessional organization not as an outlet for the purshit of professional in-
terests, but rather as a bread-and-butter union whose m'ain function is that of
"making sure teachers have salaries that reflect the increase in the standard of

ving" and providing.benefits for teachers, such as ."discounts iirtravel tourS"
'gotyi medical insurance",.and.'ycheap tires".

The Effebt of Various Educational' Athtudes

Of the three educational attitudes included in the regression, the be- _

lief that parents should haVe a major rble in the'decision-making process of the
school shows effect's among all participants. Its effects are particularly dtrong
in the case of parents and teachers ( .581 and .3,15, respectively). The belief
taat the Board of Education should play a representatiVe role, according-to our...
findings, affects in an invbrse way the individual's.level of educational participa-
tion'. The more the-individual considers that the role of the Board should be repre-
sentative, the less he tends to participate. Presumably; hidividuals who believe
that the Board should be representative tend to participate less in educational activ-,,
ties Lind issues because they- think that it is the-Board's function to.make sure
citizen needs are attended to.



all eases, partioipauohlsnssoglated with ale
tratoyi in: the school district are responsive to one's action..

The three educational attitudes included in the rcgres1on explain a
proportion of the variance in educational participation. In the case.of par-
the explained variance is equal to that accounted for by associat onal ex-
ec factors, i.e., 14 percent. In the cases of teachers and administrators/
ching ntafC, the effect of educational attitudes is not as substantial as we

anticipated; The effect is weak: 11 and 12 percent, reaspectively..

of tintecedent,faCtors pornbined do explain a considerable
proportion of the va lance in educational participation among the participants. As
expected, it is highest for parents, in whose case the explained variance amounts
to 52 percent. These factors account for 41 percent of the variance among
*dminiStratorm/nonteachin stn/f, and 30 per-cent-of the'irarlanee atnong teachers.

rticipants in the planning task can be characterized as a group o
mostly professionals) with a strong and rather stable _interest in educa-

nal activitic. They are also a group who are not dissatisfied with the ed-
tionni eystem and feel generally efficacious vfs-a-vis school administrato

Though participants in the plann ng task show a number of similar
Lt1tudc, the-y differ in opinions about ,the role that teachers and stu-

should play in the deoision-making processes of the schools, Th is difference
is probably due to the opinions of teachers and students among the participantS,
which nugget-AA that participatory planning facilitates the presence of groups with
differing perceptions of the school system.

While the planning is a highly-accessible form of p=ayticipation, the
nvw aet olparticipants is not very different from participants-at other activities:
Yet, a 1gntIicnnt difference occurs between participants in high- and low-
access ibi channehi: participants in planning have lower levels of educational
verience and previous involvement in auxiliary and advisory activities. This

Nignif4es that the high-accessibility form of participation allows the entrance of a
of participants who had previously been absent from thp "boundary-spanning"

p roc- f the school syst44m.

'An examinafien of the antecedent factors that lead to educational parti-
ption sugesrsthat the participants in planning share a very similar socialfza-

tlo press in which idiosyncratic factors, associational experience, and a belief
in the making role of parents account for an average of 45 percent of the
variAlit'o in leVelS of cikicatiunal participation.



NOTES

1. This includes persons who attended at least one .meet g of their planning
team. About 20 persOns signed to become members, bat never came.

ese percentages have been calculated on thp basi
ent population of 8,000 and a teacher population of 700 me

Gnm and Grun Associates. Earitsed trit Fore-caello22alc_2_,_A
1990-4990. Report prepared forIlie-Palci AltiYINittming-Comniission,
March 7, 1975.

School-Communit Profile for the PAUSD. Project Redesign, PAUSD,
November, 1973.

The PTA leadership Lncludedlhe district-lev'el leadership, -as well as the
local leadership within each school. At the time of the study, the PAUSD
had eleven district-level advisory committees, composed of citizens,

. students, teachers, and other school staff.

Members in these twoiorms of participatien were asked to fill out the
same questionmaire (except for sections related exclusively to planning
activities) which participants the planning task responded to. Replies
to the questionnaire weiesanonymous and voltmrary. About 55 percent in
each group returned the questionnaire. We cannot determineito what de-
gree biases have been introduced in the replies. PTA leaders were espe-
cially recalcitrant respondents and had to be asked several times to re-
turn the questionnaire.
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CONCURRENT CONDITIONS Or 'PARTICIPATION

We have exam ned the role tbat an eceilent variables such
ion play in leading individuals to participate in planning .

now shift otar focus to the examination of factors whIch may account for
differences in patterns pf participation after people become involved. We Will
concentrate on structural variables, i.e. , on variables that can be manipulated by
the school district.

at is the diatribution of the selected concurrent variables among
participants? Do the various groups of participants show similar levels
of role acceptance, perceived responsiveness and role conflict?

(2 ) What are the distributions of our dependent va iables i
quality' of participation?

K3) What are the effects of the concurrent variables upon intensity of
participation? Mat are the effects of the concurrent variables upon
quality of riarticipation? Are these effects different among the various
groups of participants ?

(4) To what extent does previous educatidnal participation have an effect
upon the level of participation?

e Distribtion of the Concurrent Variables.

ntity and Qualit Y of Participation

Participatoni planning has been advocated because it is assumed that
volunteers will cosntribute time and effort to the planning task in
"adequate"arnounts. What consitutes an "adequate" amoimt of,- ici-
plation in terms of time is difficult to establish. We might agree that
involvement of less than...two hours per week is "low", since it woulki
mean that the individual did little more than attend hth weekly or bi-
weekly meetings.

Pa ticipation in terms of quality is somewhat easier to assess. We define
it in terms of the individual's self-reported behavior in compliance with
several tasks included hi his role as an educational planner.
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Group

Parents

Teacher

Administrator

Students.,

Table 17

Intensity of Participatio
11

y G coup

Number of Hours/Week

seen that, on the average, parents contribu ed the most dine
with a mean-of 4.35 hours per week. Students were second with re-
ported mean hours of 4.0 per week. .Administrators/nonteaching staff
contributed the least time. Their average figure.,is abbut 50 percent
lower than that of parents.

.The mean for the whole set of participants was 3.79 hours per week.
Fifty-eight percent of the participants reported devoting at least 3
hours per week to the planning task. This finding is encouraging.
It indicates that voluntary participation in a planning,task does at-
tract participants who will devote considerable time to the work. At
the same time, theSe figures demonstrate a limitation of participa-
tory planning: volunteers have only a limited amount of time to con-
tribute and thus many weeks are required to coMplete a piece of work.

Table 18

Quality of Partieipation - Scores by

lean Quality of Participation
Seores

Parents 3.98 (.60)
Teachers 3.21 (. 67)

Administra s Nonteaching Staff 3.03 (. 64)

Students 2.83 (. 59)

* Figures in parentheses are standard devia ions.

*
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In terms of qual ty, teachers Seemed to perform the planning role best;
was 3.21 ofit of a possible score of 5 points. Parents came

in as second-best participants, whereas students o ained the, lOWeat
scores .in terms of quality ciflArticipation.

The mean for the whole set of participants was 3.06. S1xty7one per
cent of participants had a score of at least 3, points. This finding
indicates that the average volunteer planner perforrhs his role-rela-
tiliely well.

An interesting finding is the apparently low relationship between the
time given to the planning task ( i.e. , .the participants! presence at
plaiming team meetings and the: time spent,in preparation for these
meetings md in -the-- des ign- of -planning-proposal s)- and-the-qu ality o1
their participation ( i.e. , their actual behavior as educational plan-
ners). This is indicated in Table 19 below.

Table 19

Cor ions een the Intensity and,Quality of Pa ci-
pation, by Group

orotip, Pearson correla ion co-
efficients

Parents .30

Teachers

Administrators/Non eaching Staff - .06,
Students 30

All Particip .26

The highest correlation between the intensity and the quality of par-
ticipation occurs among teachers, who report an association of .54.
The lowest correlation appears in the case of administrators/non-
teaching staff, with an association of 06. The association between
bitensity and quality of participation for the.entire set of participants
is .26, which is a rather weak -association, considering that both hi-

,

tensity-and quality of partibipation are taken to be equivalent indicat-
ors of the same phenomenon, i.e. , participation. The small correla-.
tions between these two indicators suggest that a greater amount of
time devoted to the planniag task will not necessarily result in better.
performance as an educatidnal planner, and vice versa.

5 9
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2. The Acceptance of the Planner Role,

VVe have posited that the volunteer plminer role represents a .

new role for &set of previously peripheral actors in the
= deasien-making processes of the school districtl. The ac-

,

ceptance of this role was preekpiedto be more difficult for
parents and students because they are the traditional "client
of the' organization.

Data in Table 20 shows that the average participant in all four
groups had relatively high levels of role acceptance. Scale
scores were trichotoinized so that the acceptance of 3-4 role
specifications was taken as a high level of role acceptance; the

_ ,

dc,c'e/itan- ce -of aCleast tWo role skecifications was considered a
medium role acceptance; and the acceptance at only one role
specification was considered a low level of role acceptance.

Table 20

:Levels of Role Acceptance, by-Group

Low role acceptance 12% 13%

Medium role acceptance 45% 26%

High role acceptance 43% 61%

100%. 100%

27% 24% 33%

67% 59 54

no% 100% 100%

N 114

Teachers showed the highest levels of role acceptance mean
score 2.61). As hypothesized, parents and students had the
lowest levels of role acceptance, (mean scores of 2.40 and
2.50r respectively).

Perceived Responsiveness of,Signfficant Others

Involvement in the planning activity (assuming that people act
in a itational manner) presuppoSes that the participants be-
lieve that their efforts will be fruitful mid 'that their plannhig
proposals will have an eventual impact on policy decisions.

6 0



Table 21 shows that mOst participants in fact telieve tk
BoarFi, the superintendent, and central office administrators
will seriously consider their planning proposals. Further
the degree of perceived responsiveness, or optimism abou
planning outcomes, is very similar across the fouC groups
participants. Table 21 presents the informatiOn by levels of
perceived responsiveness. Scale scores, ranging from-6.to
30 points, were trichotomized so that scores of 6-14 points
were considered indicative of low perceived responsiveness;
15-22 points indicated medium rssponsiveness; and 23-30
points indicated high responsiveii:6 s s .

Table 21

Perceived Responsiveness of Significant Other, by Group

Responsiveness Leve
Adm.YNtch.

Paren s Teachers Staff Student

Low perceived responsiveness

Medium perceived responsiveness

High Perceived responsiveness

8% 14% 7% 6% 10%

57% 51% 57% 44% 56%

35% 35% 36% 50% 35%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

N 114

Those who perceived the highest degree of responsiveness on the
part of significant others were the students (mean score 22.29),
while those more skeptical were the parents/ (mean score = 19.95).
Table 21 also shows that while most participantS were optimistic
about the responsiveness their proposals would receive, the level
of optimism tended to be moderate. In other words, the partici-
pants did not have complete certitude that their plaming efforts
would haca strong impact on future policy decisions.

Over-all, participants in the planning task expressed belief in a
higher degree of responsiveness on the part of the superintendent
and the y iard than on tiie part of Central office administrators.
This finding was very consistent across the four groups of
participants.

6 1
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Table 22

Perceived Responsiveness on the Part of the Board of Education,
Superintendent 'and Central Office Administrators by Group

(in Means)

rents Teachers Staff Students All
Pe ceived responsiverie
on he part of the Board 6.92 7 0 6.4 7.24 6 88
Perceived responsiveness
on the parloof the Superintendent 6.97 6.92 8.0 7.65 7.13
Perceived-responsiveness
on the part of Central Office
Adm-inistrators

2 to 10 points

We do,not know how to account foK he lower perceived esonsiveness on
the patt of Central Office admidistrators. A plausible reason might be
that since "Central Office administrators" includes a group of six
administrators, participa4s in the planning task were less certain bf how
all of them would react to their planning proposals.

4 The Existence of Role Coriflict

According to our definition of role conflict less than half of the partici-
pants in all groups experience such corlfiict. The grimp experiencing the
greatest aniount of role coalict were'teachers. Thelreatest number of
role rejectors (those who either did not understand or did not accept the
role) were students.

Table 23
Presence of Role Conflict, Role Congruency and Role Rejection by Group

Role Situation
Face a situation of ro e
conflict

Face a situation of role

Parents Teache gtiide All

congruency

Role rejectors

24% 32% 25% 22% 26%

65 55 63 61 61

12 13 13 17 13
100 100 100 100 100

N 114

6 2
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Levels of Group Heterogeneity

Since the participants chose the planning team on which they
worked, the nature of each planninj team, in terms of the
number and composition of its members, was not uniform.

Project pe sonnel atte pted to achieve heterogeneous teams
by seekLng the incorporation of teachers, students,' parents,
and administrators/nonteaching staff in teams where their
epresentationAwas low. In spite of this effort, these teams

retained, to a great extent, the level of heterogeneity which
they showed from their inception.

Wable 24

Number of Teams, by Level of Grouip Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity LeVel- Number of Teams

High Group Heterogeneity

Medium Group Heterogeneity

Low Group Heterogeneity 4

A significant finding about the heterogeneity of the teams was
that heterogeneity was determined fundamentally by the top4c
which each planning team dealt with. Planning teams dealing
with topics such as adolescent education or teacher/learner
relationships attracted participants representing all four
groups and were also the largest teams. In contrast, teams
dealing with narrow and specialized subjects, such as long-
range financial needs, attracted only a small numbor of par-
ticipants, most of them persons with substantial backgrounds
in economic and financial analysi s.

ecedent and Concurrent Va iables on p
Planning Task

Let us look at the direct and indir-ect effects of the independent variables in
the causal structure proposed earlier (Figure 2).
This section employs multivariate regression analysis. Although the nature ,

of the data is dot strictly continuous, previoUs statistical'analYses showed
that many of the variables possessed interval-like properties. Since the 'de-
pendent variable - participation - is examined in terms of two ,indicators,
separate causal models are explored for participation in terms of intensity
and in terms of quality.
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The analysis that follows IS done by group of participants.

1; The-Case of Parents ( N =i 42 )

As Table 25 indicates, the correlations 1 between the selected
pendent variables and participation are, in the ma' ority of caS
positive and substantial.

Table 25

orrelations between Interveaingand pendent Va iab e - Parents

Perceived . Role Intensity of
Participation

Qtiality of
ParticipationResponsiveness Acceptance

Previous Educ. .421 .017- - 065 .055
Participation

, Group Hetero-
geneity

.243 .235 .381 .127

Perceived 0 519 .200 .265
Responsiveness ,

Role AccePtance .519 1 0 332 .256
r

While the level of previous educational participation is not associated with
the intensity or the quality of participation, previous educational participa-

. tion is strongly associated with high levels of perceived responsiveness.
The above table also shows that group heterogeneity affects the parents'
level of perceived responsiveness and role acceptance positively and sub-
stantially, and also the intensity and quality of participation. In the case
of pare?Its, the optimism they have regarding planning proposals and the
degree to which they unliierstand the planning role show a strong relation-
ship with the intensity and quality of participation in the planning tazk.

Table 25 shows the associations between the different variables under
study. However, ih order-to assess the independent effects of each,of
the independent variables, we must look at the simultaneous effects..
This can be done by a regression analysis. The controlled correlatiore
or beta weights show the independent effects of each of the variables. We
present the ffidependent effect of each variable by means of the causal dia-
gram hypothesized in Chapter 11.

In the causal structure pres nted beim (and in all subsequent ones), all
path coefficients showing effects lower than .10 have been eliminated.
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Figure 3A
,

icture forjntensity of Participation - Parents

Previous Educ onal 230
Partidipatkin Role A

Acceptance

,266
Group

-ffeterogeneity

.264
.436 I .597

Intehaity of
- .015 Participatioh

_ ceived
Responsiveness

The application of contrls on the independent variables results in lower indepen-
dent afects,yet these variables maintain in most cases their relative importance and
the same directional effects. The only instance in which there is a reversal is for
the effect of previous educational participation on role acceptance. While the simple
correlation between the two, (. 017) was inSignificant, the independent effect of previous
educational participation en role a9ceptance is negative and strong (-.230). There
does not seem to be any ready explanation for' this. This shows that kevious educatibnal
participation does met_help parents directly to accept the new (planner) role. The
regression, however, shows that previous educational participation does have indirect
positive effects upon the parent's intensity of participation; it affects positively the
intensity of participation by means of increasing the parent's feeling of perceived
responsiveness.

As bidiàated in our hypothesized causal diagram, role acceptance has positive
and strong effects (beta .264), upon the intensity of participation. Contrary to our
hypothesis; perceived responsiveness has insignificant effects upon the parents' "-

intens-ity of participation (beta =-.015).

Our causal model shows that group heteroseneity affects the intensity 6f
participation both directly and indirectly. It affects the intensity of participation
indirectly through increasing the levels of perceived responsiveness beta .266);
its direct effect is quite strong (beta-=.323), In the case of parents, group
heterogeneity is' the concurrent variable with the strongest direct effect on the
hitensity of particfpation. We will discuss the poSsible reasons for 'this in the
following chapter.
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The previous educational participation of parents and their levels of perceived
ponsiveness together account for 32 percent of the variance in role acceptance.

Previous educationar participation.and group heterogeneity, by contrast, account for
25 per cent. of the variance In perceived 'responsiveness. This suggests that a
significant amount of the variance Of tWo important concurrent variables (namely,
perceived responsiveness and role acceptance) is affected by the individual's previous
educational experience.... In other words, haling participated previously in educadonal
affairs' Predispose the individual to believe that schbol authorities are generally
responsive to their effcr ts; on the other hand, previous educational experience doei
not seem to facilitate the acceptance of the new (p 1 anng r ) role.

-7-The-causal model estirnated for participation .in terms of intensity explain
21 per cent of the variande among parents, a rather considerable arriount.

Figure 3B Causal Moder for. Quali y of Participation -

Pr vidus-Educ
Participation

'on - .230-*Role
Acceptance

.597

2,

Quality of
Participat on

Group Perceived
Heterogeneity .266 Responsiveness

The .application of the same causj1 model .to quality of participation explains
-only a small poTerion of its variance (R .09). Nevertheless, both role acceptance
and perceived responsiveness have moderate effeets (betas .162 and .181, respectively).

Group heterogeneity, which has an effect on the,intensity of participation, has
no 'direct effect on quality\oW3 Fticipation for parents. It does have a positive indirect
effect. It affectg the levels of perceived responsiveness (beta = .266).

The Case of Teachers (N = 3g)

For teachers, the associations between the selected variables and the intensity
and quality of participation appears to be less strong than far parents. Some of the
associations are negative.

1,
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Table 26

Correlations BetweenInterVening and Dependent Variables - Teachers'

Perceived-
Responsivene

Role Intensity of Qu. y of
Acceptan e :pajcjpatjon Participati

13rev1ou due
Participation

Group
Reterogeneity

- Perceived :
ilesponsiveness

Role
Acceptance

150 - 218

.145

.174--

.174 1.0

.149' .-;.003

.282 .134

.156

According to the above correlations, in the case of teachers previous educational
participation has a moderate negative,effect on two key concurrent' yariables - role
acceptanand perceived responsiveness - and also on both the intensity and quality
of participation. According to these findings, previous educational participation
decreases the teachers' level Of perceived responsiveness on the part of the Board,
the Superintenaent, and Central Office administrators. The more teachers have
been active in educational activitics in the past,\ the less they are willing to accept
the planner role. This suggests that,previous educational _involvement tends to render .

.the teachers/more skeptical about the behavior of the decision-makers m the
;school system; it also suggests that the more teachers have been involvedAn past
educational activities, the less likply they are to accept the planner role.

The application of controls to the varfous independent variables shol.vs that they
have substantial independent effects on both the intensity and quality of participation
among teachers.

Eliminating path'coeffieients with effects lower than .10, the following causal
structure emerges in the case of intensity of participation among teachers.

Figure 4A - Causal Model for Inte _-ity of Participation - Teachers
-.180

Previous Education
Participation

Group
Heterogeneity

-.140

Role
Accept, ce
.144

_tensity of
Partic ipation-

Perceived
Responsiveness

67
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ccordifig to the cneffieient model,'previous educatiOnal'participation
independent negative effecCen the intensity,of partici6ation-among,te chers

a 180) and also a negatjire effect on role acceptance (beta ==..196). Twriva
aiions maY account fbr-these results: (1) Previous educational particialtion'

y have 'Shown teachers,that school-authorities4end-to ignore polioy.propoga4..
.

resentedby bodies withiout a forma113, defined decision-making.anthority; dr-,- 2
eachers will tend to participate in edneational issues beyond their immediate`elass,
room precisely when they perceive traditional school decision-makers as,not
responsive to their efforts., i-Our data.(presented in:Table 9 r-showed that tea.
were:the group of participants With the lowest leVela of feeling of efficacy over

-7administrations (2-;45) and ilia group-less certain-that the- school district Was -.6 quly
responsiveto all segments.of the community (3.6). At the same time, teachers werei,
the group of participants who considered that teachers should have the most linpertant

`A,.role in the decision-making pFocess of the school district (4.42).

Among teachers, role acceptance andperceived responsiveness show effec
contrary to those hypothesized. Both variables show negative effects upowthe
intensity of participation. These findingsindicate that among teachers intensive
participation in the planning task does not rest upon the feeling that significant pthe
will be responsive to their planning efforts nor on their acceptance of theplanner
role. A plausible-explanation is that teachers see participation in a hign-accessibility,,
policy-level forin'of participation as a vehicle to make a policy demand, to bring some
pressure into the system. If their intent for participation is political, perceived
responsiveness will have neglible effects on the intensity or quality of participation.

The effects of perceived responsiveness on the intensity and quality Of
participation are in fact very small (-.064 and-. 067).

These findLngs are also in agreement with the teachers' most frequently cited
reason for participating in thePlanning task. As it will be recalled, 25 per cent
of the teachers Stated that their main reason for joining the plpnning task had-been
their desire to lisx're a voice in the decisions affecting tie school district.

The applicat on of the model to the intensity of participation among teachers
explains a moderate amount of its variance, or 15 per _cent.

The application of the same model to the quality of participation among teachers
accounts for a very small amount of the variance, or about 4 per cent. Ne-vertheleas,'
role acceptance appears to have positive±lfects, as hyrpothesized (be ta = .131). In
addition, group heterogeneity has positive direct and indirect effects on-the quality
of participation (betas .109 and .134, respectively).
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In the case of adrninistrators/nonteaching'staff, previous educational
participation is strongly and positively correlated With perceived responsiveness
(.286) and role acceptance (.506). However, excePt for the association between
pereeed responsiveness and quality of participation (.188), all relationships bez'
tween the various independent variables and intensity or quality of participation

0are negative.

Applying statistical controls in order to assess the single effect of the
various independent variables produces,some changes in the coefficients; still, six
of the nine hypothesized effects are not supported by the data.

Figure 5A - Causal Model of Intensity of Partic pation Administrators/Non-
Teaching Staff

Previous
Educational
Participation

.372

.285

Hole
Acceptai

1.503

.2p2

't Intensity of
Participation

7 7- ..122
jPerceived

- .380. Hesponsivene

Group
Heterogeneity

Among admin o s/nonteaCciing star_ previous educational.participa-
tion has strong effects on role acceptance (.372) and perceived responsiveness
(2.58). These, effects are in accord with our hypotheses.. Nonetheless, group.hetero-
geneity demonstrates strong and negative effects. It has a very substantial impact on
role acceptance (- .308 ) ; according to this', the more heterogeneous the planning team,
the less administrators/nonteaching staff participants will tend to accept the planner
role. GrOup heterogeneity also has a strong and negative impact on the intensity of
participation ( -=.4.228);. In other words, the more lieterogeneOlis the planning team, the

'less time administrators/nonteaching staff will devote to the planning task.

This model also shows that in this case, role acceptance andperceivcd

- .122, respectively). Two plmedble reasons that in 1 .ou for the negative-ef-
responsive so have. negative effCCLS Up011 the intensity r Lion - .202 and

feets of group heterogeneity-in the Case Of administrator ilinitenehing vita( f partici-
pants inlie,ht he that: I) rxonp lieterog-encity intuit prove to be somewhat Ihrenlenim

them hoentitu. the Incur:don pnrontn nnt1 stnilontn into policy-lov(') issues possibly
chuilengt-;71 the Inntitutionnl role ol the nclinInNtrators/nontenclitng Krotip,
tined_ ho noted that In 110:t tuup yew iiNded noveral inlit-Ievel :nlinintHtralot'n,

:

prorynto dircOorn onct connlinntor:i, )
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(2) if adrninistrators/nonteaching staff members are participating in the planning
task because of a gate-keeping. role (i.e., theineed to know what other people might
be talking about or doing in a'reas or programs that affect administrators, or the
need to make sure that no changes are proposed without their knowledge or approval)
then group heterogeneity does not play a part in providing encouragement for greater
or better participation.

-Altogether, this model explains a modest amount of the variance in the intensity
of participation among administrators/nonteaching staff, or about 10 per cent.
Further, it does not help understnnd what factors operate to increase the intensity
of participation among administrators/nonteachuig staff; we know only that the selected
concurrent variables tend to depress it.

Figure 5B Causal Model of Quality of Par icipation Administrators/Nonteaching
Staff

Previous
Educatiodal .372 Role
Participation Acceptance

6

Grou
llcterogenc ity

_ived
Responsiveness

Quality 'of
'Participation.

The application of the ca -sal structure to the quality of participati6n among
inistrators/nonteaching staff explains a greater amount of variance,

per cent. In this case, perceived responsiveness of Significant others appears to
have.strong, positive .effeets upon the quality of participation (..354), :.Previous
educational participation has a direct., stronv: and negative effect upon the quality
of participation (-.318),. while role acceptance has a negative but weak influence
(7.101).

The contra y holuiviur of per( vt rt iveness in (lff(' eting the
intensitV of pv)tieipation nowaiively (7.122) hut hay ing titrong ponitiiie effects upon
the qunlity (Il*prirtieipnlion (.351) Is somewhat leSS puzzling when we recull
nimmg mlininiArutort;/nunterterang ntAt part icipnutn there wul no :dr:rale:int
cot' rolistitht 1)4.1 we/41 Ihee intent; y (01:0 01 their igk rt1c1,01.1011 (r



4. The Case of Students (N = 18)

The association between the independent variables and participation in the case
of students shows a pattern sdynewhat similar to that of parents. In both caseS,
perceived responsiveness of significant others.and-role acceptance are positively
related to previous educational participation (.155 and .239, respectively); perceived
responsiveness has a strong indluence over role acceptance (.496) And a moderate
effect on the quality of participation (.170); and group heterogeneity has strong
effects on the quality and intensity of participation (.219 and .309, respectively).

The greatest contrast between parents and students occurs in the effect of
previous educational participation upon the intensity of participatign. In the case of
students, it has strong and negative effects on the hitensity of participation (-t'387).
The effects between previous educational participation and other zariables, hmilever,
should ix accepted with caution since the scaleused to measure educational partici-
pationSmong students was not (and could not.be) identical to the scale employed to
measure adult educational participation.

Table 28

Correlations Between Intervening and Dependent Variables - Students

Perceivvd
Responsiveness

Role
Acceptance

Intens ity ,of
Participation

Quality of
Participat ion

Previous Educ,
Participation .155 .239 .518 .170

Group
Heterogeneity 9 7 .309 .219

Perceived
esponSiveneSs .496 .217 .131

Role
Acc('l)tafl 1,0 .043

In 'plying statistical contr ls, a fully mein-sive eau, 1 model appears to
apply in the case of students.
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Figure 6A - Causal Model for Intensity of Participation - Students
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According to these pah coefficients, ,group heterogeneity affects strongly and
positively the intensity of participation among students (beta = .242); yet it has at the
same time moderate and negative effects upon role acceptance and perceived responsive-
ness of significant others (betas -.104 and -.164, respectively). These effects are
surprising.

. The Model accounts for 21 per cent of the variance in the intensity of partici-
pation, the same amount as it was the case for parents. According to these fin
the nitensity of participation among students is helped by group heterogeneity

tep(beta ..-- .242) and strongly(so by perceived responsiveness (beta -.---- 3-6). According
. to these findings however, previous edudational participation hin s the intensity-;
of participation (beta --. 501); but, we are reminded that the sca.le used to meaBure
educational participation among students was not strictly comparable to that used
for adults.

s,
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The model explains a moderate amount of the variance in the quality
of participation, or about 13 percent. Here we see that-most independent variables
have a positive effect on the quality of participation. Previous educational parti-
cipation and group heterogeneity have strong effects ( .234 and .296, respectively),
while perceived responsiveness of signfficant others has a moderate effect (.191).
The effect of role acceptance upon the quality of participation is insignificant.

C. The t ffect of SituatiOns of Role Congruency and Role Conflict on Participation
We had hypothesized that participants facing a situation of role congruency

(one in which they both accepted the planner role and perceived significant others as
responsive) would show greater levels of intensity and quality of participation than
individuals facing a sitUation of role conflict (defined as a situation in which the in-
dividuals accepted the planner role but perceived significant others as not being
favorable to their actions).

We will test this hypothesis by means of t-test. Specifically, we will
4 test the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the two role situations

against the alternative hypothesis that role congruency should result in greater ley-
els of participation (in terms of both intensity and quality).

Table 29

Levels of Intensity of Particip,_tion by Role Congruency and Role Conflie
by Group (in Means)

Group

Parents

Teachers

Adrninistr ors nonteaching staff

Students

* Indicates a tvaluc not s

Role Congruency Role Conflict t Valu

4.81 (3.95)

3.37 (1.61)

.2.33 (1.32)

4.30 (2.67)

10 leve

3.78 (2.95)

4.00 (2.65)

2.75 (1.50)

3.75 .(3.50)

one- led test

. 72

- .90

- .51

32 n. s.

Table 29 -shows that although in two c (parents and students), the mean
of intens ty of .partleipation is LOW,er under a situation of role.conflict, the difference is
not statistically significant. In the case of teachers and administrators/nonteaching
. staff, their mean f()) participation in torm8 el time Is higher under a situation of role
conflict, but these differences were not statistically significant (qther.
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Levels of

Table 30

ity of Participation by Role Coigruency and Role Conflict
by Group Meads)

Group Role Congruency Role Conflict t-Value

Parents 3.25 51) 2.74 (.62) 2.55 *-

Teachers 3.19 . 69) 3.33 (. 69) - 52

Administrators/Nonteaching Staff 3.37 . 50) 2.50 (. 41) 3,00. *

Students 2.76 (. 46) 2,73 (, 46) .111

* Indicates a t-value significant atthe.01 level, one-tailed test.

Altogether, this variable role Congruency/role conflict was demonstrated
to have practically no effect on either the intensity,or quality of participation. It is
to be noted that this variable showed the least expected results of all the concurrent
variables examined in the study. We discuss the possible reasons for this in the fol-
lowing section.

Summary

The effeets of the various independent variableS on the hrtensity and qual-
ity of participation among the participants:in planning show certain commonalities
and differences.

.For all participants, with the exception of teachers, previous educational
pa _eipation leads to a perception that significant others will be responsive to their
pl ning efforts. The more individuals have been involved in educational activities,
the more they come to believe that persons in deciSien-making positions will respond

:favorably to their efforts.

In all four grOUps of'participants, feelings of perceived responsiveness of
significant others have moderate to strong effeets upon the acceptande of the planner
role'. This effect is strongest araong elientS of the school system, Le., parents
(.597) and students ( .454). 'It L-8 weakest among teachers ( .144). Thp finding is
consistent with the interpretation that among teachers perceived responsiveness
might not be a factor promothig voluntaryparticipation :,:at the policy level.

In all cases, with the exception of administrators/nontcaching staff par-
tic ipants, group heterogeneity increases the intensity and quality of participation.
The strong and consistent effects of group heterogeneity may be in no small part due
to the fact:that the most commonly nicntioned reward from participation is interaction
with Other participants: talking to peOplc, learning from discussions with them, and
exchanging VIOWt-3 AMIE eduentiOn with thOM (SOO Table :it below).

Tho main differences ,anumg the Iptir ()ups of IMIrtiCiIflnt5
effects of role acceptance aml perceived resp(MuiVellenti tifion levels of I' rite l sit ion.
Rol° acceptanco aticeta the latenally or participation of pa rents only; it has negative
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effects in the case of teachers and administrators/nonteaching staff, and negligible
effects in the case of students. However, role acceptance affects positively the
quality of participation among parents and teachers. It has negligible effects among
students and adMinistrators/nonteaching staff.

Perceived responsiveness behaves as a crucial variable in affecting in-
tensity of participation only among students. It does not behave In the hypothesized
direction in the case of adult participants. While not affecting the intensity of jihr-

,ticipation, perceived responsiveness does have a significant effect on the quality of
participation of three groups: its effect is strong in the case of administrator's/
nonteaching staff, and moderate in the cases of parents and students.

Another significiant difference
eamong participants occurs in the. effects

of previous educational participation on the intensity and quality of participation.
It was hypothesized that the effects of previous educational participation would be
in all cases mostlyindirect, via higher levels of role acceptance and perceived
responsiveness. The data show direct and negative effects on the intensity of parti-
cipation of teachers and students-, and direct and negative effects on the quality of
participation of administrators/rionteaching staff.

The conturrent,variables examined in this study have been shown to be
of utility in accounting for some of the varirce in levels of participation in the
Manning task. Altogether, thege variables explained a greater portion of the vari-
ance in intensity than in quality of participation.

.0

The.model.utilized tO assess the 'direct and indirect- effects 'of the ante-
cedent and concurrent variables showed.differential effects, among the four groups..
-f participarfts in plarming. The variables in the modashowed greater and similar
effeets in the, caseoUparents and students; they

. accounted for-approximately 21 per-
cent of the variance in, the intensity'and 10 percent of the variance in the quality of
their participation. These variables did less well in explaining the variance- in the
participation of teachers and administrators/nonteaching staff._ In the case of the

-
latter two groups, ouy data show some effects -in the opposite direction tO that hypo,

- thesized. This can be taken as an indication that our Model fails to capture sorrie'of
the factors thjit.contribute to increases in the levels of intensity and quality of par-
ticipation of lhese two groups. ....

%I

.The differential effect that_ the. lodel showed.for the various sets of par-
ticipants is not:surprising in the light of the different positions these individuals
occupy in the structure and.funetioniing of 'the .school system. In-participatory plan-.

_ig, the.participants wt_n-c supposed to behave as peers withial.he planning teams..
.

Their social interaction at planning team meetings sh wed no major status .differ-
owes (though students tended to interact lesi3 than o_ ter membersy; hoWever-, our
data show that the participants were affected differentially by the various antecedent
and concurrent. variablea tinder examination.



Our causal model was simplistic in that it presumed similar effects for
different sets of participants. The findings reported in this study indicate that a more
complex set of motivations is at work. Our analysis gives evidence that some organi-
zational variables - presumed to be of great importance given the fact that they are,
amenable to manipulation by school authorities - have indeed Substantial effects on
the intensity and quality of participation that obtain. To the degree that these effects
are significant, various useful policy implications can be derived from them.

On the other hand, the .relatively large unexplained variance of the model
suggests that other variables - some of them perhaps beyond the lhool's control 7
play a significant part in determining greater levels in the thteiity and quality of
participation in the planning task:

1;8



1.

NOTES.

All reported correlation coefficients are Pearson correlations.

2. There is no set rule by which to judge the strength of path co-
efficients. Verba, Nie and Kim CThe Modes of Democratic Par-
tici ation: A Cross-National Com arison 1971), ip their studies
of participation, adopted coefficients (betas) greater than ..20 as
indicative of a strong effect; coefficients between .15 and .20 were
considered moderate; and coefficients between .10 and .14 as hav-
ing a weak, though still significant, effect. Their procedure is
followed herein.



DISCUSSION'OF FINDINGS

A. The Natu e of -Educational Particip!tion: Action vs. Policy Level!

The case of participatory plarming examLned in this study showed that nOt a
large numbei of individuals, either in the school system (teachers, students,
mid-rank administrators, and nonteaching staff), or outside.it (parents and
citizens without children in schools) are attracted into educational participa-
tion at the policylevel, even when access into it is open. At the same time,
enough people are attracted as volunteer planners to make participatory plan-
ning feasible. (IA this instance, more volunteers could not easily have been
accommodated, since working with II planning groups was very time-
consuming work for a staff of two persons.)

The policy-level participation under study did not deal with immediate issues
or problems, but had a long- and medium-range time framework. The "future-
oriented" nature of the task undoubtedly discouraged the involvement of some
potential participants. Various nonparticipants commented that theyconsid-
ered the planning aetivity "too far removed from the district's problems", or
"too futuristic".

A

It is not certain that the number of participants would have increased dramat-
ically if the participatovractivity had a more immediate focus. Events within
the school district shortly before completion of this study produced evidence
in this respect. A suggestion by the district's superintendent to form a
"representative assembly" of individuals to deal with the pressing issue of
closure and reorganization of schools did not appeal to very many people.

Considerable evidence exists that thepercentages of persons interested in edu- =

cational policy issues is small. The percentages of voters in school district
elections is one example. Activities initiated by the plarmtng teams also gave
evidence that the community's interest in educational participation at the policy
level is limited. In their work of assessing the needs and desires of the com-
munity and student8 regarding the number of educational issues and alternatives,
participants in the plarming task used surveys. The Stx surveys carried out by
project participants utilized random samples of students, parents, teachers,
and administrators. In no case did the overr-all response rate reach oVer 75
percent. HeIntively simple and rathe'r broad questionnaires resulted in response
rates between (32 and 72 percent. A (nOre elaborate-questionnaire asking thp
respondents to doterThine eertai n educational priorities produced a ;141 percent--
return rate, and a more difficult and time-consuniing budget priority question-
aire resulted in a response of 14 percent of- those H amp le d . Also, individuals

who neeeived two or more questionnaires expressed the feeling that they were
"tired of questionnaires" and that the community was being "surveyed to death"

7 9
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On the other hand, through the utilization of surveys, the opinions of about
2000 community residents were obtained. The data have a reasonable level
of statistfcal reliability, so that the views of the entire community are known
with some conlidence.on numerous issues. 1

The total number of persons who get involved in school affairs in the commun-..-.=
itY is very ligh, but, as Table 31 shows, it is not high at the policy level.
i- 4articipation in auxiliary activities at the school level is commonplace;-as
shdwn in Table 20, these supportive activities attracted 74 percent of the in-

'=;!dividuals who were involved-on a voluntary basis in the district's educational
fairs, The numbers of people involved are substantial.

The appeal of action-level activities may be in small part due to the fact that
these activities give the volunteer an opportunity to,be in contact with students,
possibly their own children. Also, these activities do not require _much "pre-
paration" time and usually involve a short-time commitment.

Tabl- 31

Volunteer Participation in the PeiLISD, 1973-74 2

Number. of Hrs. /Year Hrs.
Volunteers per activity 'per pa 'pant

Auxiliary ac ivities, classroom
level (teacher aides, lecturers,
tutors)

6681' 5,628 8.5

Auxiliary activities, school level
(playground and lutich helpers,
drivers, fund raisers, kibysitting,
library staffing, shopping) r.

3 087 79,254 25.7

PTA leadership activities 41 9,300 226.8
District advisory committe s 51. f3,565 69.9
Paiiticipatory planning 328 15,100 46.0

4,175 12 847

A plausible rival hypothesis br the much gee, :Emma of t)arLiC Ipatloti at the
action level is that 8(11(4)1 administrators encourage this level of activity but
provii.k1 for limited channels at the tiolley lover. For instance, 4dministrators
can set a maximum to the number of participants in adviuory cyinmittees. How-

. ever, the interest in JIS rtte lsiIimig in these commlitoes does nif seem intense.
In addition,,thoso advisory cominittees came,Into existence ly at the initi-
ative or administrators.



The Influence of Organizational Affiliation and Levels of Education.

The evidence produced by this field trial.in participatory plmming reveals
that even Wi Ten participation is chosen by the individual alone, Without bene-

-.fit of appointment by school authorities, those who will choose to partici-
pate will be a relatively small group. It appears that policy-level partici-
pation appeals to persons with a stable.interest in educational issues and
usually with a known reputation for activism and leadership in school-af-
fairs. Informal interviews with several parents, students, administrat-
ors, Wand teachers in the district not involved in the planning task showed
that.many of the parents had a reputation for having been "very Irtive" in
their children's schools and to have supported educational innovations in
the past. Approximately two-thirds of the teachers weie described as be-
ing "very good" or "good" teachers, interested in curricular and program
innovations, and havin.g been "active in schOol and district committee work".
Likewise, the majority of the administrators/nenteaching staff participants
Nvere described as active and creative leaders. Half-of the students had
been active in student govei-nment and nlany of-them nreArnvolved iri
curricular activities in thelr sehOols -and in the community.

In the effort to develop greater: interest in and prestige for the planning
activity, project-staff involved community educational leaders in it: Early, ,
in 1972, When the project started, a l'ist of 380 "educational influentials"
in the community was prepared. By mid-1975, 88 of diese individuals had

,,participated in the project. . These people Served on task force:i varly in
.the prOject, and for the most part, not on_fhe participatory planning teams.
While it is hard'to draw the line between_ -1;le who were "prodded" into4.1
participation and those who came of their o n volition, there is a nucleus
of educatilial participants who will becoMe active in either low- or high-
accessibility channels for participation.

In the examination of the .antecedent,variables of participation, we saw that
partiCipants in the planning taskwere characterized by affiliation in soeial
and eivic- activities. Although we have no data on the number of Palo Alto
residents who belong to voluntary organizations, it secnighly unlikely
that Lie average affiliation rateis as high as that evinced by participants
in nu) project (about 1.73 organizations) A comparison which we made
-between participants and ndn-participants showed that all partieipantS
whether in high- or low-accessibility forms of participation - have greater
rateri of educational involvement lhan the community,at 'aro! ( p .41- .005).
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We have also seen that high levels of education characterize the participants.
In this society, levels of education seem to play a role in the individUal's self-
selection for educational involvement. An interesting result LI that persons
with selatiNrej_er l6vels of education vis-"a-vis others in their community
will choose therrkelvds for participation. Data-.-from the Florida law-mandated
advisory committees show that the mean years of education of participants

-in these committees was 16-years, whereas the mean of education for the state,.
was 12.1 years; in the community-controlled school rnovemeht, most of,
those 1.vlio participated in the school committees were individu.als with 14-16
years of education, while the mean edudatioa for their community, was
probably 10-12 years. In the Palo Alto case, the meantfor.'the adult partici-
pants in the planning activity was 18,-whereas the mean yeaife of education
for the .commun.ity was 16. This sugges- ts that it isnot yea;rs of education,
alone that makes individuals feel they qualify, but their level of education',
vis-a-vis their neighbors in,the commimity in which they live.

'T e Status of Educational ParoL-1

An irnporthnt finding from our stqdy is that while many individuals'with a'
reputation for educational activism joined the planning tearns praotically none of the
parents and citizens presently active in the low-accessibility'forms of participatic;n(rnamely, .

memb r6rs in PTA leadeship positions and in advisory committees) did: Of it 1- ember
Pi'A leadership in the district, only three PTA leaders joined the participatory'planning
activity. Of'the approximately 80 members in thp various district-level advisory committee
five pc rsons joined the planning activity. One reason might be that these individuals.felt
they were already givnig substantial amounts of their time to educational activities. A
rival hypothesis however, is that low=accessibility forms of participation enjoy greater:.,.
status than high-accessibility forms of participation. For-PTA leaderS: and advisory
committee members, therefore, participation in the planning task might have beeh,

,perceived as a "lower" form of Thvorvement. A third hypothesis is that participation
hi planning has a challenging a,. ::h1 LO a vvry different group of people than those who
find satisfaction in the PTA, in advisory committees. One of the benefits of participatory
planning is to tap this pool pi/ human resources for educational planning.

1

The case among
_ned the planning. task %-

there was an almost even
the secondary school. Le;
elective urses.

tellers parallels that of citizens. Few of the teachers who
part Anent heads in their schools. On the other hand,

jut betwe --econdary and elementary teachers, and among
nun, hem were teachers of academic (as opposed to.
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Th lysinef ccnicurrent variableg 6arried out in Chapter JV roveaied ihat
the participants' levels of intensity rind quality of participation in the planning
task wr-re Ocquate by the criteria set uip, Participants gave, on a completely
voluntsiry bis1M, substantial amounts of time and effort to the planning tas
and behaved as educatibnal planners.

I we evui hied in do attempt to learn what concurrent (organ-
'impinge on variation$ in the individual's participation in the

tnd far a- Kriratrrr vartaw ti; Intensity than 3m quality otr.
The model aceounted for as high tit4 42 percent'and as low all

he Variance pi intensity of tiarticipatioa; it explained as much as
41percent;in the'variance of quality of particlpatipn.

tel revealed that prtvlotisQpvels of educationarpartici-
1" effect that affects levels of participation 4n the

irertly -.hy increasing the individUalla acceptance:
feeling that school-authorities-will respond positively
hnt.ulso dirciplay. 9

cm I ,
ping' task not onty

of the planner role and
planning propots

-"irtain ind,ing in ihv tudv was the very-strong effect on both quality and
f 4 hitensity of 1 ipalitin produced by the heterogeneity f the planning tenms .

tcnr intrrpn n that ;may acco'unt for the substantial and most positive pf-
,s_-.:._iirip.h... . ,Ity ff,:tri'si., for many participants, the process- of social,.

4-r:i . e cc j;- ;pi:ie. inlpornt. -When the regponients were agked to litge the
171.0.1.1"- s,f,-.1)17.zet-of :-iit'ist.Actkm ur "greatest. rewarl from serving-in the plan-

n43: tal, 6-er half of the partieipan1p rely tred to their interpersonlMelations
(.4tIer ;earl ruemberc-4-: ..7.4.-leinging views with other partieipanyi, learning

ii 4.ii-;.,;s16;i:1 cb. tth ill 0 AI , a:10 V.,T)rklyt.g I,vith other equhuy quaIl-
Juali ari..ft tc.a;-1;. ic, 31 shows the over-all patttrn.q responses,lL"ste

7.17.

Ar'f-. .nc...-,rt-pment. ithUicir reaSOTIS toe
Aii:swer:s
rtielp:Ati;-,u ;Ind t coneern with

n- tn dt7A1 with el:ft:err-
1 ng"

I ref. ref.rrekt
-4" interr'r-"t n nrici--1-.;:e0

tItt'4._ -t
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Table, 32
,

iked Peaturen of Pnrbicipating in the Plaiming Task

,Adm. /Nontch.

Parents Teachers StaffBeat-Liked Features dents TOSal

Poop lo-rclated:
Learning from dfreussions with

----tonTerc-ekehasi viewoolnts- 22%

Interaction between community
and staff people - 24% 27% 37% 14% 24%

boing workwith the others 11% 17% 17% 13%

Learning process-related!
Learning about education - 31% 3% -9 21% 22%
Learning about the functioning

of small groups - . 7% 1%

Planning task-:related:
Accomplishing planning

objeetivios 7

poierai of Et vie Outs:

CT 17% 5 j

I4:71:29 N=143

+.

# 'The number f re:-ipoithes In each cateiTry i reater than the,-numb.er of sub-
.jea3 Ia t.ht iuitI t-=-,:inise in some caties respondentli strEted more than one
be.51:-Fiked

If pail rnaktinft: prci-wirlairi rr acromplishing phinniar,
objectik- Ill=litlr'z;ourrrn t iitir,fni:qion, an alternative rxplanatioll

.

rvigr it renpOntl,cntA rea,song
1;1,14 C t r" .0 !-= Mid if kn pr-.,vtnf,trAir, r accomoitf,h-Iu' i hi th tat =.1 rt-t_51-t-ti-ni.f=7..nt,?.. ;at

of 400,74-ft....-0..f.t.N..nr their failt.re'
.1

11?-tft- 04,11.1-74 I'-a:Ii.
t-fl. t. .-t :A., :W.77,11, I ie Xi h Inswer

Et-t:t;tittetrti f.jf- di&-14.1-11.2-4.rictic,1 or tilo arzrr-or-rt.
ipAftt, ;

a 0,
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Table 43

Least-LUpd Foatu f Participating in the Planning Task 0

P anning Task d:
Not aceotopil hing planning

goal 41

Unelarity of task
Failure of other members_tok1n

effeetual members
Slow pace of the partici-

patory process
Feeling of futility; proposals'

will come tanothing
. Time related: n..

Short deadlines .'

.
Inivenient meeting time8
Lack of continuity due to .

biweekly meetings .

fklifiattl 8 partleipMing makeki
- on personal time,

9% 5%
6 10

27. - 28

.16 . 5,

4 10

6

9 8

9- 20

Jtimit-cd en-operation from__dist-riet
..p:etsonhel r

9-

Not having enough community
memberzi in tcain .

_

.onffitt betwe_tn wor.ki.na for
PAUSII and 64.=orkirq: in
pknaing talkk

15% 7% 8%
29 9

15 21 10

10 7
.

10

7 7

ra 14 7

10 , 8
.

5

20 . 14 15 ----

0 0. A , .`
A

40 20

3

N 14 N 119

* b-c!'y cif rt 47.11v12-ory I s111t1 v dafert,nt f row! tho
r,r t;onlo'ca.f4er., rervont.lentr.

fltated ritins t1.i55 fr=flitin, thvir
iT; -:14.' 17;4'

iwr 47(-at 17(f-rrrro a p1annina tArik-rvlatrd Nourec
f nriun-7 leuvq1-1,pilF7-11, wap. tilenftorred

rrt--7,-,-rfq.qPnt.# 141'7f-10.1v, trti nfr: ranifik four -other
.

"ii7i 'fa ; ; 17;i7if

i 7,1 . .(1r, 117: 1:!7.47
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These data uggost that p anning considurat1on were salient in the minds of
the molority of participants. Yet this evidence doeS not refute the contention
that the process of social interaction is a very important aspect of their
participation.

In-an attempt to probe further whether-the participants saw their participation
as an end in itself (i,e the pleasure of the social interaction) or as a means 't
.to educational outcomes (Le. , the 'achievement of planning objectives), we
asked the participants: "What do you think would be the effects on the PAUSD

Prole-et-Redesign ceased to oxist-T" Aft asking-this projecOve- quegtiotv, -sve-
intended to probe the way in whOh each parlicipma perceived his/her hivelve-
met: Table 34 presents the pattern of responses.

Pc d Fff

ti if Project Stopped

Adm, /Nuutch..
'ardnts Teachers Stall Stu Total

i)Mrlct wojd be makigLIccinins
by roacting to e
would be.involved.

There would be great
izatioh in tho

)cerea1-40 in c Viz And

and ,corn munWat

nce
pc rtTsf_:.i.,= s.

Gti7at 107,4t14 nnftpec

Little On
hron pe

Mir(

.5 and

Pro) t hrt!

itan-

43

11

N

k.e

37

-
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district (either throUgh its bringing data-based, rational proposals or by preVenting
a more confused process of decision-making). Many respondents stated the view
that, without the planning activity, the district would resort to the "old way of mak-
ing decisions", which they perceived as a muddling-thrbugh process. Twenty-eight
percent of the participants saw the planning task not necessarily as a way.to make
changes in the decision-making brocess, but as a means of increasing.communica-
tion between the community and its schoola and of bringing in fresh and innovative
ideas.

gurp singly,- 21 percent of the respondents eressediheOpinIon that
'the project had nbt made and would not make a difference in the district. It is hard

o explain why these participants continued in the planning task if they felt their pro-
ducts would not result hi changes, unless one accepts as a possible reason for parti-
cipation the importance to them of the social interaction process. Responses to the-
question presented ihTable 34 suggested that, for many participants, involvement
In the planning teams had an intrins'le value in affording a rewarng intellectual
climate, where participants could discuss educational issues with persons having
"first-hand knowledge" of education, and "sound opinions".

The causal model analyzed in Chapter IV of this study focused on organ-
iznUnal variables, such as role acceptance, perceived responsiveneas of signif icant
others, and group heterogeneity, because these variables are manipulable by school
authorities. The results showed that structural or organizational variables are, in
fact,-reIevant, aad play a part-in affecting levels oreducational partieipatiornri-the
pl&nning activity. Our data also furnish evidence that many other motivations, some
of them perhaps bearMg little upon the function of the pla ning task, are also at work.

D. EalLy Autlho

f rum

Several policy implications for tutur_ hy school administrators
Mott citizen and School personnel participation can bC Made." We.must how-
preface our recominendatious by emphasizing that most, of our findings derived
iniddlt,- find tipper-w iddie-class school district that was well-known for its'

-ams and
Cher reruiriniou.

The study
level de s not result in a
ee-en, with stronit

ng additiob, tiw 'stability of our

iij the doors tL)3 ri ic_ipati(2iLat_the
Intc.rest in education is a specialized

tnle %chi) 1 a previous interest
tool 3d111inistrati gs that highly-

chaotic, _ in the sense of-hri
Fears on thc p:Art

P-70-vel forms , f p 'rtIcipat

:b3t, Itcient per-
orkable



easlble approach to planning. The p icipan levels of intensity and quality of
participation in the planning task were adequate by the Criteria we set up. Par-
ticipants gave, on a completely voluntary basis, tial amownts of time and
effort to the planning task and behaved as educat ners. It would seem,
then, that te creption of a highly accessible fo ci ation will produce bene-
fits tor the school district, since participants will their task seriously.

Moreover, while pa cipation in a pol -level 'form of participation
attratts people whose interest in cation has alrç dy been manifested, jIgl-
accessibIlit form of sartici.ation will result in th rnco.oraton of a ou.of
individuals who have been absent from the educational arena. This group, small
in aize, includes essentially a number of older professionals who probably did hot
perceive the PTA as an appropriate channel, or who had not.heen close enough to
the school district to become appointed to its varibus advisory committees.

It is quite likely that participants in high-accessibility, policy-level
forms of participation will not be representative of their community with regdrd to
educational levels or occupation b-n theether hand, the school district will benefit
from the free contribution made by a highly-qUalif iedand competent group of persons.
Hih-qcccssibiljt forms of artici ation offer the school district access to a (Dal of

underutilized resource persons.

A "highl accessible" form of participation may not-mean that a great
proportion of participants will come, but it may result in an inbrease in the number
of those with access to policy issues. Though the number oeactive participants in a
participatory activity may be small, still a large numbeio of people can be reached
indirectly. For ir4tance, participatory planning can substantially increase the num-
ber of participants in the decisios-making process of the school district hy means of
conducting surveys. The considerable non-response rate to queationnaires in our
study, on the other hand, suggests that surveys should not be utilized as the only
means of involving others. Different means worth trying particularly in low-
income areas might be group interviews, where individuals are personally asked
to come and their_opinions obtained through q proceas of dialogue.

A process of participatery planning will not be disruptive to the school"
ditr1ct, inct. many of the participaats will be individuals whCi are basically satisfied
with ti e cehool district's performance, even though they sec room for improvement
in many areas.: satisf action ;is.. that participants may

-,ducatid. em. The
, particle.

invol



Since "being asked to participate" appears to 'Alfa strong reason for
participation among students and parents, attempts to increase the number of arti-
chants Should conside ersonal and oral a eals to students and parents in clerical
'obs and blue-teollar occu ations schoo
functions. This appeal would not have to be construed as appointment; what is being
Suggested is a very active recruitment effort.

Many factors play a part in the individual's decision to participate.
Some of_these may be beyond the control of school administrators 9r authorities.
On the other hand, one of the most effective structural variables appears to be the
high degree of heterogeneity (i.e. , the-presence of teachers, parents, students, and
administrators) in any given group of educational participants. Our lindings give
evidence-that group heterogeneity results in a noticeable increase in both the intens- -

ity and quality of,participation. A policy implication of this is that efforts at increas-
m artici ation should consider the involvement not onl of areat but also of
teachers, .stUdents, and nonteachin,- staff. It must be underscored, however, that we
found that the heterogeneity of the various groups of participants is, to a high degree,
a function of the .topie the groups deal with. A_'.related policy implication is that
olic issues to be dealt with b volunteer artici ants.should be so defined as to be

appealin to a cross-section of participants. This means that some policy is,sues
will not lend themselves to participatory planning or to similar forms of participation..

Among parents, the acceptance of the planner role has moderate effects
on the qUality and strong effects on the intensity of their participation; among teach-
ers, tt moderately affects the quality of their participation. A consequence of this
is that rittern ts at -participatory planning should define as clearly as possible the_
planner role and shoulcljeiterate it amour the artici ants.

a ;
Among parents and students, the feeling that their planning efforts will

be accepted has moderate effects on the quality of their participation,. A consequence
of this is that attem ts at -iartici _awry pIanningspuld convey to the -artici- ants who
a e clients of the school s-stem niessmres b school authorities that their in tits will

heard and utilized in )oliev decisions.

,Finally, the study showed a significant associjition betweeia being in-
Volved at the policy level and having participated previouSly in auxiliary activi-
ties in the schools. 'This suggests that educational partiiiipation.moves from
lower to higher levels of nhstraction and, furthermore, that it cah be developed.
If school adyninistratOrs are interested:in reaching citizens with lower levels of
edueatioa av,:l in eicrical anctlilUc-sollar occupations, -special effort have.to
br`i trade to my nut them. A s;.rategy for action by school administrator6 might be
to r the ;frwolopment zntii: re St in pducationRl issues rui(1 rICtiVities
by bringing them first into the !:chools asclassi:oora or school volunte'ors.

89
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The standard errors 0 _ survey_ questions :are_ reasonably sm al d-we
have repeated samples fromparents with very similar results or both
samples.

Annual Re ort on Volunteers. Extended Re ources Center, PAUSD
June 10, 1974, pp. 1-2. Sirnilar treads were obserVIed in the acade
years 1974-1975 and 1975-1976. -

This refers' to participation in Project Redesign, the planning experiment
on which this study focusest The 1973-1974 figures for Projebt Redesign
participation reflect the early stage of the project. In consequence, they
underestimate the number of hours given by planning.team members, for
the planning teams began operating in January of 1974. The figures, on
the other hand, exaggerate the number of participants, because they in-
elude about 250 volunteers who helped in administering_and coding a needs
assessment questionnaire given to a community sample of 800 persons.

4. Both wordings, qeastL-liked features", and "greatest sources of .diffi-
culty" in their partiapation were used in the open-ended question. Like-
wise, in the earlier question, respondents were asked to mention the
"best-liked features" and the "greatest souzces of reward" in their par-
ticipation. The pattern of responses wab similar using either wording.

'e



CHAPTER VI

thETHODOLOGICAL APPENDIX

Data reported im tables and utilized in the regression ana yses were
obtained through the administration of a questionnaire containing both open-ended
and structured queetions. All stable participants - 126 individuals - were given
the questionnaire. Completing it was vOluntary 'and codidential, and 91 percent
of the respondents or 114 persons,,cemplied.

In this study, we make use of inferential statistics only whedcompar-
ing the individuals in our study with other groups of participants in the school
district. In the internal comparison, that is, in the comparison among groups.of
participants within the planning task, we do not use statistical tools, sinee we as-
sume that we are dealing with an entire population of_ ''participants".

The notion of "concurrent" variables presupposes that the Participhifts
have been subjected to the planning setting for- a period of time - time during which
the "concurrent" variables may have exercised their effect. Consequently, the
questionnaire was administered to participants,who had been in the plmning task
for at least six months, a per.iod judged sufficiently long for the concurrent factors
to'operate.

TheNquestionnaire was pretested with nonparticipants, as well as with
a' number of participants who had to leave the project for reasons other than losing
interest in it.

A number of antecedent variables were assessed in terms of a single
Lndicator. All variables in the causal structure analyzed in Chapter IV were meas-

, ured through the uee of indices or scales. The item§ employed were as folloWs

Antecedent Variables:

over Adriators S core r e 3an

If you we e concerned about an educational problem and
contacted the school administration ( i.e. , the superin-
tendent; assistant superintendent, principals), how do
you think they would react? School administrators would:

Underotand your problem and do what they could about it
Listen to you but try to avoid doing anything; they would

try tO pass the buck -
Ignore you or dismiss you as soon as they could -

1



Ho1v do you feel about citizen participation in school
decisions (that IS to say, ht designing and presenting'
recommendations dealing with instructional, as well
a6; non-instructional Issues) ?

In generaL -results in 1wiser educational decisions

In general, it hampers the making of sound educa-
tional decisions by competent educators -

Sound educational decisions .can be made with
or without citizen participation

Belief about the Ro ators Score.ran.e 1 -

In your opinion, how should school administrators behave?
Check one.

They should do pretty much what the citizens want

They should use their own judgment of what they
think is best -

They should compromise between their own
judgment and what the communi6r wants -

Belief about the Role of the Board of Education Score r

How do you feel the Board of Education should behave m
representing-the people? Check one. -

it should generally acCept educational recommenda-
tions proposed by the superintendent and.staff

The Board should generally be responsive to
felt needs of the community -

*

The Board should compromise between the educa-
tional advice of administrators and the demands
presented.by eitiiens

The itépis used to measure the beliefs about the role of administrators and
that of the Board of Education were adapted from those used y Agger and
Goldstein 1971), pp: 47-18. t-



Educational Bole of the Board Adm
e Decision-Making Process /S_c_ore

Ideally, i,Vhat should_be the role of the Board, school administrators, parents,
students; and teachers hi the following policy areas? For each area, rate each
group according to the iMportance you would-assign to its role: 5 = rnlipt important
role to 1 = least important. (Two groups or more miy be assigned thesame degree
of_ importance in some_ case

The role o
the Board

The role of The role of The role of
_Adm n Parents Téache

a
hook selection

performance evaluation of
teachers and administrators ,

10. On hiring and firing of
"teachers and administrators

11. On reorganization of schools
12. On setting of the budget

Level of Satisfaction with School District Perfo

Do you think that the Palo 'Alto Unified School District gives it
money's worth?

Strengly agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree _

Belief about Responsiveness of School District ,to all Cornmunity Se eras
(Score range 1 - 5)

citizens. their

Do you think that in general the Palo Alto schools meet the needs of all segments
of the community?

st,

Strongly agre Agree Disakree Strongly Disagree No Opinion____

About Voluntar Partici atiOn 0 = no a ental involvemen
untary'organizations 1 = parental involvement m voluntary organizations

Are (or were) your parents alsoinvolved in educational, c vic, or cultural
organizations ? Which ones?



e the item in each pair of items that you fffid to be true

a. I' have often found that what is going to happen will happen.
b Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as mak ng a decis on

to take a.definite course of action.

What happens to me is my own doing.
b. Sometimes I feel that I don't have enongh con

life is taking

When I make plans, I am al ost certain I can make them work.
b. It is not/always wise to plan too far ahead because many things turn out to

be a maiter.of good or bad fortune anyhow. .

over the direct on my (

-
This scale is adapted fronlithe Internal-Extern
developed by J. Rotter (1966), pp,. 11-12 .

Sense of Disposable Time or Time Willing to Give to Civic or Social Partic pation_plumber oi'lveek
Generally, how many evtnings would you be able to commit to work outside
your home in voluntary activities or associations tin t interest you?

1 eve, per week 2 eve. per week 3 eve, per week 4 or more eve.
1 eve per month 2 eve per month 3 eve per month Other

en .

Again, generally, how many daytime hours during a typical weekday would you be
able_to commit to work in voluntary activities or associations that interest you ?,

1 hr. yer week 2 hrs per week 3 hrs. per week 4 o
1 hr. per day 2 lirs. per day 3 hrs. per day Other

Involvement in Auxiliary and Advisory Activlies (Score range 0 -
.

. .Have you ever participated in any of the following education
your community? Mark where appropriate.

Very
en

eek

-hrs. per wee\

lated act vi,ties in

On few occasions A,

hool committees or school task forces
Volunteering general services (tutoring, library

ovidin trans.órtation etc
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Leadership Experience
educational _group)

(0.. =.no 'office held 1 has lield'or holdS office m

the following organizations?,
Years as Me

Yes Years as,Ilember N

If yini are a niember in any of the above organizatiens, ha&'otiI ever held or
do you prOsently hold any-office, in them?

Off ce

\ConcUrrent Variabl s

Rble Acceptance (_Score range 0 -

For each pair. of items, choose The em With which you agree ore (circle a or b

a. Long-range planning'is a useful and necessary tool td brffig about, educatioñaivhange
b. We must solve today's educational problerns and issues before we can solve

those, of tomorrow.
lir

31. a. Project Redesign participants should represent to the best of their ability the
educational needs and desires of the Palo Alto community.

b. Prefect Redesign participants -should use their own judgement of what is good
and what is appropriatefor the community.

A

32. a. If the planning tearhs present validated
adopted.

b. Whether the,plannhig teams' proposals
power of_Projct Redesi

34.

edueational proposals, these will be

HI be accepted or not lies outside the

PropeSals to be originated in, Project Redesign will be valuable because they
will be the product of many hours of hard'work.

Proposals to be rinated in Project Redesign Will beikvaluable because they
will address tfie heeds of the learners.

Proposals that will be presented by the various plaimmg teams should be
confiridere'd as general su4gestions-lor educational change.
Propogais tliat will 13.6 presented by the various planning teams should be
considered as specffic recommendations.for action that will receive careful
attention.
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: Lro

his variable was cons dered to cover various dimensions of the planner rple.
_It was, thererdre, not treated as a scale - -in which all items are supposed
to be eitherconsistent with one another or else to possess an ordered degree
of difficulty (as is the case for Guttman scales) - but as an index. This index
was.adopted in view of its apparent content validity.

ercejvéd-Res.onsivenessof-Si ificant Otheis Score an e

Th gederal, do you expect a skep ical reaction tø Projeet Redesign proposals on
the part of the lollowLng groups ? Circle your answer.

Very iintlikely
Board of..Educat on X X
,Superintendent X
Central Offiee Administration

Wh.atirnpact do y9u expdct Project Red
policies considered by these groups? Ci

-"'Board-of Educati-o
Superintendent
Central Office .Y1 dministralion

beefficient . 824

Likely

proposals to have on the educational
your answer.

Very.strong frnpaci
X
X
X

Educational Participation

In the past two. year

e 0

which of the follewffig have you done ?

Voted in a Board election or
school tax election

Spoken or written to a teacher
or principal concerning school
matters (excluding regular parent-
teacher conferences) -

-Attended a PTA or parent rnee

,

Very Weak. impact

Attended back-to-school night

Reliability coefficient

Held office in the PTk or milar
schobl organization

.

Spoken or written to the Board or
Supe;intendent'





Participation Intensity (Hoursper week)

How many hours per week have you spent in Project Redesign activities ?
(Incltide both time in'ineetings and time devoted to preparation for the
meetings such as ass ents.)

average hours per week.

Participation Quality ( Score range I. -

How would you rate yourself on the folio ing? (Try to be as objective as po

I prepare for my planning team meetings by doing the as
preparing reports, contactLng some people, etc.)

ible.)

gnments (reading articlea

_

Always Very often Often Sometimes Rarely

I volunteer for special assigiments for the benefit of my planning team ork.
Always Very often Often Sometimes Rarely

I have discusSed what Redesign is doing With other persons in the Palo Al o coin
(parents, teachers, students, administrators, citizens in general.)
Always Very often Often Sometimes Rarely

. I try to keep in mind a long-range perspective in the ideas and proposals my planning

team has studied.
Always Very often Often Sometimes Rarely

39 try to keep informed of what other planning teams are doing.
Always -Very often Often Sometimes Rarely

40. ,The opinions of other planning team members have helped my understmding o
several educational issues and problems.

Always , Very often Often Sometimes Rarely

41. My proposals have :attempted to reflect cammunity needs and wishes about-
('

educational,change.
Always Very Often Often Sometimes Ra ely

,

Reliability coefficient k
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